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Self-propagating high-temperature synthesis (SHS) is a new
method of producing advanced ceramic materials and offers an

attractive alternative to conventional methods of materials

processing.

An experimental investigation was carried out to determine

the SHS reaction wave propagation speed in a vertical cylindrical

compact made from a mixture of titanium and graphite powders.

Ignition was accomplished by radiatively heating the top surface of

the cylinder by resistively heated tungsten heating coils. Syntheses

were carried out in inert argon environment and under atmospheric

pressure. Propagation speeds were determined by analyzing the

temperature distribution with time at two locations at known axial

distance. Effects of various system parameters, such as, density and

diameter of the initial compact, different mixing ratios of the



reactants and dilution with product, on reaction propagation speed

were determined.

A numerical model was also developed to predict the

propagation speed. A two-dimensional formulation was adopted

with both radiative and natural convective heat loss from the

periphery of the cylindrical compact using constant values of

properties and kinetic parameters. Two different kinetic models

describing the reactions involving solids are employed to calculate

the wave speed using a finite difference scheme. The calculated

results were compared with the experimental data.

Trends of the results with Kanury kinetic model were found to

be in better agreement with the experiments. Results showed no

significant effect of heat loss on the propagation speed within a
practical range of compact diameter. Quenching conditions of the

reaction for titanium rich and carbon rich cases and also for the case

of dilution with the product were identified. Variation of

propagation speed with sample initial density showed a maximum

value at densities between 2.1 gm/cm3 and 2.2 gm/cm3. During the

synthesis, the samples were found to expand axially. Hence the final

product obtained was highly porous with densities below 50% of the

density of TiC.
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NOMENCLATURE

A Metal species

a Coefficient describing stoichiometry

a' Present thickness of particles of A, [cm]

a. Initial thickness of particles of A, [cm]

A Area of the reaction surface, [cm2]

B Non metal species

b Coefficient describing dilution

b' Present thickness of particle B, [cm]

b0 Initial thickness of particles of B, [cm]

c constant, [cm/sec]

CAL Initial concentration of the mobile reactant, [g /cm3]

Ci Concentration of species i, [mole/cm3]

CP Specific heat, [J/(g K)]

D Mass diffusivity, [cm2/sec]

d Diameter of the cylindrical compact, [cm]

Do Diffusional preexponential factor, [cm2/sec]

E Activation Energy, [J/mole]

F Radiation shape factor

g Local gravitational acceleration, [cm /sect]

Gr Grashoff number, gl3ATL3/v2

h Convective heat transfer coefficient, [W/(cm2 K)]

ho Enthalpy of combustion, [J/gm of TiC]

K Thermal conductivity, [W/(cm K)]

ko Chemical (surface reaction) rate constant, [cm/sec]



ko Preexponential factor, [1/sec]

kp Physical rate constant, [cm2/sec]

L Melting reactant

1 Characteristic vertical distance, [cm]

1 Molar coefficient in front of L

m Index representing plane, cylindrical and spherical

shape of the reactant particles

Mi Molecular weight of species i, [g/mole]

n Order of reaction

Ni Moles of species i

Nu Nusselt number, hl/K

P Pressure, [Pa]

P Product

p Molar coefficient in front of P

P r Prandtl number, p.Cp/K

R Universal gas constant

r Radial coordinate

Rai Rayleigh number based on characteristic length

Reaction front interface position, [cm]

RP Average particle radius [cm]

S Non-melting reactant

s Molar coefficient in front of S

S"' Volumetric energy generation rate, [J/(cm3 sec)]

T Temperature, [K]

t Time, [sec]

Ta Ambient temperature, [K]



Tb Adiabatic reaction temperature, [K]

Tf Reaction Temperature, [K]

To Initial sample temperature, [K]

v Steady speed of SHS reaction propagation, [cm/sec]

w Maximum thickness of the product layer 8, [cm]

Volumetric reaction rate, [g/(cm3 sec)]

W i" Surface reaction rate, [gm of species i/(cm2 sec)]

W i'" Reaction rate, [gm of species i/(cm3 sec)]

x Axial coordinate

Greek Symbols

13 Non-dimensional thickness of the intermediate layer

Non-dimensional a'

13v Volumetric expansion coefficient

A Non-dimensional volume of the non melting reactant

S Product layer thickness, [cm]

8' Thickness of the thermal depth, [cm]

Emissivity

(1) Non-dimensional concentration of the melting reactant

(i) Mole ratio (Ti/C)

11 Extent of reaction

A, Non-dimensional diffusional coefficient

Composition factor of the mixture

vg Gas kinematic viscosity

p Density, [g/cm3]



Pi Density of the species i, [g /cm3]

a Stefan-Boltzman constant

a' Coefficient of self inhibition due to blistering, [1/cm]

ti Non-dimensional time

Percent of product present in the reactant mixture

Subscripts

a Ambient

b Adiabatic

g Gas

L Melting reactant

L m Liquid melt

Lmo Initial Liquid melt

o Initial condition

P Product

S Nonmelting reactant

Tim Titanium melt

Timo Initial titanium melt



A Theoretical and Experimental Study of Self-Propagating
High-Temperature Synthesis of Titanium Carbide

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUC IION

1.1 General Problem Statement

Self-propagating high-temperature synthesis (SHS) is a unique

method for the preparation of advanced ceramic materials and has

recently received considerable attention as an alternative to

conventional ceramic or powder metallurgy processing technology.

Many industrially important materials such as high temperature

refractories, abrasive powders, electrical heating elements and

electrical conductors are conventionally produced by sintering in

expensive and energy-intensive furnaces. The temperatures to be

maintained inside the furnaces ranges from 1,500 °C to 2,000 °C and

the duration of process may take hours, in some cases even days.

The process in many cases needs to be carried out in several stages

of thermal treatment in order to obtain the required quality of the

target product. The principle of SHS process is based on the fact that

many exothermic reactions can

initiation. Reactions between any of

IV, V and VI of the periodic table

carbon, boron, silicon, sulfur, etc.

permit self-supporting propagation.

mixing and compressing powders

be self-supporting after their

the metals belonging to groups

with any of such nonmetals as

are sufficiently exothermic to

SHS method usually involves

into green compacts of any
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desired shape such as cylinder, rectangular bar, etc., which are then

synthesized into the final product by an exothermic self-sustaining

reaction wave. A fast heat pulse such as that provided by a heated

filament, spark or laser, is generally all that is required to initiate

the exothermic synthesis reaction which then propagates through

the remainder of the green compact without additional external

energy requirement.

There are various advantages for considering self-supporting

high-temperature synthesis as an attractive practical alternative to

conventional methods of materials preparation. These are namely:

(a) the simplicity and quickness of the process and requires a

relatively low energy input. The only energy needed is to initiate

the reaction. The time of completion of reaction is in seconds instead

of in hours required for conventional methods, (b) The higher purity

of products obtained. SHS reactions occur at temperatures in excess

of 2,000 0C, a temperature which is high enough to cause the

evolution of most impurities that may be found on reactants. The

evolution is desirable in that the final product is left with a much

lower impurity content than was present in the starting materials.

Thus an SHS process can be termed as a self-purifying process. (c)

the possibility of simultaneous formation and densification of the
desired material and into desired shape.

Thus the study of self-propagating high-temperature synthesis

promises to lead to efficient production of a host of important

materials. The limits of such synthesis and the rates possible within

the limits are of interest in determining optimal reactor design.
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Many complex features of SHS process are also shared by the
classical pyrotechnic processes. An understanding of the physical

and chemical mechanisms involved in these processes is obviously

desirable so that the available empirical knowledge can be placed

on a firm mechanistic footing,

1.2 Specific Problem Statement

Specific purpose of this work is to study self-propagating high-

temperature synthesis of titanium carbide. Titanium carbide is an

important industrial material. The hardness, high-temperature

stability, and low weight of titanium carbide make it extremely

attractive as a structural ceramic. This material also has good
electrical conductivity, surface activity, and chemical resistance

which make it attractive as an electrode or catalyst material. A
property table of titanium, carbon and titanium carbide is presented

in Table 1.1. The values of specific heat and thermal conductivity

given are at 2000 °K. Expressions of specific heats and thermal

conductivities of these materials as functions of temperature are

also provided below:

Titanium:

C (T) = 0.654

K(T) = 0.154 + 3.72x10-5 x (T) + 1.553x10-8 x (T)2

J/(gm K)

W/(cm K)
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Carbon (graphite):

Cp(T) = 1.43 + 0.356x10-3 x (T) 0.00733 x 107/(T)2 J/(gm K)

K(T) = 0.132 + 3.44x10-5 x (T) 1.203x10-8 x (T)2 W/(cm K)

Titanium carbide:

C (T) = 0.825 + 0.056x10-3 x (T) 0.0025 x 107/(T)2

K(T) = 0.436 4.575x10-5 x (T) 2.244x10-8 x (T)2

J/(gm K)

W/(cm K)

Table 1.1 Property Table of Titanium, Carbon and

Titanium Carbide.

C (graphite) Ti TiC

Molecular Wt. 1 2.01 1 47.9 59.91

Density (gm/cm3) 1.9-2.3 4.54 4.94

Melting Pt. (°C) 3,5 5 0 1,660 3,140
Cp (J/(gm K)) 2.124 0.654 0.931

K (W/(cm K)) 0.153 0.291 0.434

Both experimental investigation and numerical calculations were

carried out. The major thrust of the work was to study the

following:
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1. Effect of various system parameters on the steady
speed of the propagation of reaction wave. These
parameters are namely; initial temperature of the
sample, thermal conductivity of the sample, diameter
of the sample, initial density of the sample, dilution of
the mixture with the inert product and different
mixing ratio of the reactants.

2. To identify the conditions at which the reaction
ceases to propagate, i.e., the quenching conditions.

3. To study the effect of heat loss on the propagation
speed and temperature distribution in the sample.

One of the problems in carrying out numerical calculations is the

use of appropriate kinetic relations. Different kinetic models used

for reactions involving solids are reviewed. Results obtained with
two kinetic relations are presented and compared with the

experimental data. A goal of this investigation is to identify the

behavior of the reaction propagation speed and provide correlations

between this speed and system parameters, namely, initial density

of the sample, mole ratio of the reacting mixture and dilution of the

mixture with the inert product.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 General Review

During the past decade lot of research efforts were expended

by Russian scientists led by A. G. Merzhanov in combustion of
condensed systems developing the new method which they termed

Self-Propagating-High-Temperature Synthesis (SHS). Very few

works were reported at that time in the western literature until

recently. Bulk of the works reported are on experimental

observations. Although recently efforts are being made to

understand the mechanisms involved in the reactions of the type
solid + solid ---> solids. An excellent review of the works in SHS

processes available in the literature are reported and discussed by
Munir and Anselmi-Tamburini [1].

One characteristic commonly associated with the SHS process

is its lack of dependence on the gas pressure, and hence the reason

for the early reference to it as gasless combustion. Merzhanov [2]

reported the speed of reaction wave propagation of a number of SHS

reactions as functions of prevailing inert-gas pressure and showed

them to be independent of pressures.

In SHS reactions both steady state and unsteady state

propagation were observed. There are both thermodynamic and
kinetic reasons for a propagation to depart from steady state to

unsteady state. Thermodynamic consideration arise from the degree

of exothermicity. As the enthalpy of reaction decreases, a limit is
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reached beyond which the reaction wave will not self-propagate

and the combustion is extinguished. Kinetic reasons for the

departure from steady state propagation include incomplete

reactivity caused by the presence of diffusion barrier. The

relationship between the adiabatic steady-state speed and that

representing the minimum has been provided by Zeldovich [3,4] as

v ad = 1.65 vm

where vad is the steady state speed of combustion obtained under

adiabatic conditions, vm is the speed at which the combustion

process is at the verge of being quenched. Experimental verification

of the aplicability of the above relation to solid-state combustion

has been provided [5] for a number of systems. Between the limits
of vad and vm the speed undergoes a transition from steady-state to

unsteady state behavior. The transition from steady state to

unsteady state combustion has been theoretically analyzed for a

homogeneous system [2,6,7]. The results show that the boundary

between these two modes of combustion is defined by the

parameter cc such that

RTc C T
a = ( ) ( 9.1 2.5 )hc

According to the above expression steady state is attained if a 2 1.

Holt and Munir [8] calculated stable (steady state) and unstable
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(unsteady state) regions of combustion in the system Ti + C from the

above expression and gave a plot of activation energy as a function

of adiabatic temperature. Acording to the calculation the nsaction is

stable for an activation energy of less than 180,000 J/mol when the

adiabatic temperature is about 3,300 °K.

Merzhanov [9] presented an excellent tutorial on different
types of SHS processes. He also presented a review of the

mechanisms involved with various SHS reactions and their

structural Macrokinetics.

Varma, et. al., [10] performed numerical calculations for a

cylindrical sample with finite length. They made analysis for low

Biot number cases by assuming lumped formulation in the radial

direction. In describing the kinetic term they assumed a first order

reaction with respect to the nonmelting reactant and zero order

with respect to the melting reactant. According to them radiatative

heat loss from the surface significantly influence SHS process for a

finite length pellet. But they did not give results for specific cases.

2.2 Specific Review

Whereas the literature on SHS in a variety of reactant systems

has been discussed in the preceding section we concentrate in this

section for systems of Ti + C. Numerous attempts have been made to

understand the mechanism of the reaction between carbon and

titanium. Using carbon-coated titanium wires, Vadchenko et. al. [11]

investigated the ignition and combustion process between these

elements. They concluded that the combustion process is preceded

by the melting of titanium and that the formation of the carbide
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takes place in a subsequent crystallization from a molten phase.

According to this model, no reaction occurs at a temperature lower

than the melting point of titanium and that when titanium melts it

flows outwardly to fill the pores between the particles of the carbon

coating. As a result of this flow the surface contact between

reactants is increased and the initiation of a self-propagating

reaction is facilitated. That the primary reaction between carbon
and titanium takes place only after the melting of titanium is

demonstrated by plotting the temperature history for various

heating rates (W/cm2). When the heating rates exceeds a critical
value, the temperature of the wire exceeds the melting point of
titanium and rises abruptly to a much higher value suggesting the

initiation of reaction. On the other hand if the heating rate does not

exceed the critical value, titanium does not melt and no self-

sustaining reaction is observed.

Aleksandrov and Korchagin [12] in their experimental work,

with the help of electron-microscopic method, for a wide variety of

SHS systems also observed the melting of one of the reactants. They

concluded that one of the reactants melts and flows around the
particle of the nonmelting reactant. As the reaction initiates an

intermediate product layer is formed whose thickness remains

constant throughout the process. The liquid reactant than diffuses

through this layer to the surface of the solid particle to continue

reaction. They also concluded that the final product is formed by
crystallization in the outer melt.

Other evidence for the importance of melting of the metal as a
prerequisite to the formation of a carbide phase comes from studies
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utilizing transmission electron microscopy [13]. Thin layers of

reactants were heated by electron beams and by other conventional

methods and it was concluded that the reaction between the

elements is preceded by the melting of the metal. Kirdyashkin et. al.

[14] in their study about the mechanism concluded that the

dominant mechanism for the combustion synthesis of TiC was the

diffusion of carbon through the TiC layer resulting from the initial

interaction of carbon and titanium. This conclusion contradicts the

mechanism observed by Aleksandrov and Korchagin. The conclusion

was based primarily on the apparent agreement between the

activation energy for combustion and that for the diffusion of

carbon in TiC. The activation energy for combustion was evaluated
from plots of ln(v/Tc) versus 1/Tc.

In another investigation aimed at understanding the nature of
the mechanism associated with the combustion synthesis of

titanium carbide, a variation of the conventional combustion method

was used [15]. In the so-called electrothermal explosion (ETE)

method, the reactant mixture is heated by the passage of a current
through the sample. From the dependence of the rate of heat
liberation due to chemical reaction on the rate of heating of the
specimen, it was concluded that the carbon synthesis takes place
primarily by the reaction of carbon with liquid titanium.

Mullins and Riley [16] reported the effect of carbon

morphology on the combustion synthesis of titanium carbide. Three

different carbon substrate, namely (i) a graphite flake material; (i) a

high surface area carbon filter material and (iii) a wood base
activated carbon, were used and were mixed with the same
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titanium powder with stoichiometry maintained in every case. The

studies clearly illustrate that the SHS reaction between titanium and

carbon occurs with molten titanium flowing to the solid carbon

substrate, thus confirming the other observations.

In another study regarding the synthesis of carbide [17] it is

reported that there are two modes of combustion: diffusion and

capillary action. In the capillary action mode the combustion process

is controlled by the rate of capillary spreading of the liquid phase

through the particles of carbon. In the diffusion mode the reaction is

controlled by diffusional process between the reactants. According

to the study the significance of the role played by each of these two

modes is dependent on the particle size of the metal. The diffusion

controlled mode is dominant for systems with small metallic

particles while capillary spreading is rate controlling in systems

with larger metallic particles. According to this theoretical analysis,

the region in which capillary spreading is dominant is characterized

by the expression

2r >>
6/ rr3

D

where ro is the particle size of the starting metal component, rr is
the particle size of the refractory (carbon) component, al is the

surface tension of the liquid, 111 is the viscosity of the liquid, and D

is the diffusional coefficient of the reactant in the product.

According to the study for a carbon particle size of 0.1 ptm, capillary

spreading will dominate if the titanium particle size is of the order

of 103 i.tm. For carbon particle size of 1 capillary spreading will
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dominate if titanium particle size exceeds 3 x104 la m (3 cm),

obviously a large value from practical point of view.

Particle sizes of the reactants in an SHS process also has other

important roles. It influences the degree of completion of the
reaction, the axial and radial temperature profile of the combustion

zone and the speed of the combustion wave. If the titanium particle

size increases both the maximum temperature and the speed of
combustion decrease. The temperature profile of the combustion

front also broadens indicating that the reaction is taking place over

a wider region of the sample [18]. According to the study, the

broadening of the combustion zone is not due to the reduction in
maximum temperature but is due to the decrease in the

completeness of the reaction. Adding TiC, the inert product, as a

diluent decreases the maximum temperature, but the profile

remains basically unchanged. The study reports that for a titanium
particle size 50 gm only 0.5% unreacted carbon is detected. As Ti

particle size increases to about 300 p.m, the percent unreacted

carbon exceeds about 9%.

Holt [19] in his experimental work with titanium and carbon

system observed from SEM micrograph study that the reaction

wave heats the materials directly in front to a temperature above

the melting point of titanium. The molten titanium than diffuses by

capillary action through the pores along the graphite particles and

reacted to form TiC. He also studied the effect of initial porosity of

the mixture on the final density. When the porosity is less than 13%
the sample could not be ignited because of high thermal

conductivity. The final density remains almost constant with initial
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porosity except at lower initial porosity where the final density

seem to increase very slightly. They also performed experiments

with non-stoichiometric mixture of titanium and carbon and found

that C/Ti ratios less than 0.6 or greater than 1.67 could not be
ignited. They reported a typical value of 0.35 cm/s as the reaction

propagation speed but did not provide how it is effected by

variation in initial porosity or mixture-ratio.

Holt and Munir [8] carried out both theoretical and

experimental work with titanium and carbon system. They

calculated the adiabatic temperature of reaction of titanium and

graphite powders as effected by stoichiometry, dilution and initial

temperature of the reactants. The adiabatic temperature was

calculated to be about 3210 °K for stoichiometric mixtures. At that

temperature they found that only 33% of the product is melted.

They showed that the adiabatic temperature remains almost

constant till the initial reaction temperature is about 1,400 °K. Only

change being the increase in the melted fraction of the product
phase from 33% to 100% as initial temperature increases from

298 °K to 1,400 °K. Adiabatic temperature rises quite sharply once

initial temperature increases 1,400 °K. The effect of dilution with

titanium carbide starts showing up after it is about 20%. Similar
trends are also shown for excess titanium and excess carbon,

although being more sensitive to titanium rich condition.

While in theory the combustion process can be characterized

by an adiabatic temperature but in practice heat losses are claimed

to be significant and adiabatic conditions are seldom achieved.

Maslov, Borovinskaya and Merzhanov [20] presented results with
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four different systems showing the reaction temperature to

decrease once the sample diameter starts getting below about 10

mm. An important consideration concerning the deviation from the
adiabaticity relates to the geometry of the combustion sample,
specifically the consideration of surface area to volume ratio. How
this decreased adiabatic temperature relates to the speed of the
overall wave propagation is not addressed. No result for Ti + C
systems is also published. Boddington et. al [21] in his work with

tungsten-molybdenum system found no significant effect of heat
loss on the reaction speed. Working with a compact of rectangular
cross-section they concluded that a significantly higher heat

transfer coefficient is necessary in order for heat loss to have any
effect on the overall reaction propagation speed.

Hardt and Phung [22] reported one of the very few

mathematical models of the SHS process from this region. They
developed a one-dimensional diffusional model of the reaction

kinetics and performed numerical calculations for various SHS
systems. In their model they assumed the reactants to be arranged
in alternate layers. Once the reaction initiates the reactants are

seperated by the growing layer of the product. In order for the
reaction to continue the metal has to diffuse through the product
layer in order to reach the reaction surface. Hardt and Holsinger [23]

performed experiments to obtain the reaction speeds of the same

SHS systems studied in [22]. Because of poor coherence exhibited by

amorphous carbon, mixtures of titanium and carbon were blended

with 1% gum arabic in 10% water, pressed and dried at 110 °C .

According to the authors the binder did not appear to affect the
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reaction characteristics measurably. The compacts were pressed into
bar shapes. Ignition was accomplished by the insertion of an
electrically heated tungsten bridge wire. The propagation rates were

monitored by observation of the flame front through high speed
motion pictures or with a burn wire technique. Reaction

temperatures and the response times were recorded by means of
oscillographs of the anode current of a precision pyrometer. For
titanium and carbon systems there were significant difference

between the experimental results and numerical predictions. Phung

and Hardt [24] also made some studies, both analytical and

experimental, of the ignition characteristics of the different systems

studied in [22] and [23]. For titanium and carbon systems

experimental values were about 20 times higher than the calculated

values. According to the authors the discrepency appears to be due
to low values for the preexponential factors.

One of the main issues in producing refractory materials by
SHS method is the level of porosity that may result from the
reaction.

compact

product,

Sources of these porosities are: (1) pores in the starting

of the reactants that may be carried over into the final

(2) porosity generated as a result of outgassing

vaporization from the high temperature reaction and

difference in the theoretical densities of the reactants

products, i.e., intrinsic porosity. Generation of intrinsic

Or

(3) the

and the

porosity

might be expected since, to be self supporting, these reactions must

be exothermic. This often implies tighter atomic bonding, and hence

higher densities in the products than in the reactants. Calculation of
the effective theoretical density of the reactants by dividing the
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sum of their molar masses by the sum of their molar volumes and
comparing with the density of the product gives the volume

changes. Holt [19] showed that a 100% dense green compact of

titanium and carbon and with no densification taking place during

combustion would give a porosity of 24%. Rice and McDonough [25]

also provided a table showing the changes in volume for various

materials produced by SHS method. They showed that there is a

definite trend of higher volume changes with higher heat of

reaction. A similar but more scattered trend was seen for

percentage volume changes with adiabatic flame temperature.

Yamada et. al. [26] prepared a dense titanium carbide by
applying a high-pressure self-combustion process. Densification was

attained without sintering aids. They prepared the compact by first

mixing titanium and carbon powders in n-hexane and dried under

vacuum. The reactant compact was subjected to a pressure of 3 GPa

and ignited. The maximum value of the relative density obtained
was 96.5%.

Rice et. al. [27] carried out experimental study to determine

the effect of reaction propagation rate along a compact as a function

of density. The compacts made were rectangular in cross-section.

Results show that compact made of titanium and carbon powders

(10% excess Ti) of -325 mesh size could be readily ignited and the

propagation speed varied from 0.8 to 1.55 cm/s, reaching a

maximum rate at approximately 60% theoretical density. Mixtures

made with a bigger titanium showed similar trend but slower speed.

The study also found that high density compact, approximately 90%

theoretical density, generally fail to maintain propagation and often
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are not ignitable. The authors attributed the maximum in

propagation rate to the following inverse trend as a function of
density: (1) increasing availability of reactant species near the

reaction zone to increase the propagation rate as density increases

(i.e., porosity decreases), (2) increasing heat loss from the reaction

zone to decrease propagation rate as porosity decreases.

Kecskes and Nil ler [28] made a study of the effect of the
presence of impurities during the combustive synthesis of titanium

carbide. During the SHS of titanium carbide the temperature

reached is quite high (in excess of 3,000 °K) which is sufficient to

cause evaluation of most impurities that may be found in the

reactants. This evolution is desirable in that the final product is left

with a much lower impurity content than was present in the

starting materials. However, because of the high reaction

temperatures, the release of these contaminants can be violent.

Consequently, gas channels, voids and open cracks can form in the
reacted ceramic body, and in some instances the reaction may be

completely disrupted, resulting in the powder compact being blown

apart. The authors found that if the reactant powders are vacuum
baked at 400 to 500 °C, the amount of evolved gases is much

reduced and the integrity of the product is much improved. Residual

gas analysis of the volatiles released during bakeout in a vacuum
furnace showed the presence of water vapor, hydrogen, carbon

monoxide, carbon dioxide and hydrocarbons. Hydrogen is found to

be in relatively large quantity and needs to be baked at about
500 °C to remove them from titanium powders.
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Kotke and Niiler [29] reported values of thermal conductivity

of a compact of titanium and carbon powder. They measured the

thermal conductivity at various densities of the compact made from

-325 mesh powders. They also provided a relationship between

thermal conductivity and compact density. Their study show the
propagation speed to continuously increase with increasing sample

initial density.

Puszynski et. al. [30] presented results obtained by

numerically solving the one-dimensional energy equation describing

SHS process. They used a first order kinetic rate equation in

describing the source term. The non-linear finite difference

equations were solved by quasi-linearization and iteration. By

solving the non-dimensional form of the equation they were able to

observe oscillatory nature of the reaction front. They also reported

quenching of the reaction front for a critical non-dimensional heat
loss.

Kumar et. al [31] presented a kinetic model for a SHS process

where one of the reactants melts and the other is a nonmelting

highly porous solid particles. They solved numerically a one-

dimensional system with their kinetic model installed for

molybdenum and silicon mixture and found the results to be in good
agreement with the experimental values.

Hlavacek et. al [32] made modeling of the reactions of both the

types solid-solid and solid-gas. In modeling, the reaction rate was

described by an integer power kinetics. For solid-solid systems they

assumed that the melting reactant is in excess of the solid reactant
and therefore considered the process to be of first order with
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A model to describe
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study include Ti-B and Hf-B systems but

presented comparison of experimentally

theoretical computer calculations.

ignition and quenching conditions for SHS

by Kanury [33]. He also reported a

reaction speed in SHS process on various

system parameters. A review of the existing kinetic models used in

the literature for describing solid-solid systems is given by Kanury

and Huque [34].

Huque, et. al. [35] in their numerical calculations of the two-

dimensional system using Aleksandrov and Korchagin [12] model

reported the dependence of propagation speed on several

parameters. They observed that the heat loss from the periphery of

the cylindrical sample has very little effect on the propagation

speed for the practical ranges of the sample diameter. Firsov and
Shkadinskii [36] reported the effect of heat loss for a rectangular

bar on the curvature of the combustion front and the stability of the

stationary mode of the reaction. Strunina, et. al. [37] carried out a
study on the stability of gasless systems in the presence of heat

losses by using both one and two-dimensional systems with kinetic

models involving first order, second order and self-accelerating

reaction.

2.3 Research Needed

In view of the general and specific literature review it is

evident that more work is needed to study the effects of various
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system parameters on the propagation speed in SHS process of
titanium carbide, both experimentally and theoretically.

For numerical calculations an appropriate kinetic relations

need to be used based on the observed mechanism of reactions in

SHS processes involving solid reactants. The model should address

explicitly the effect of various parameters involved in the process.

There are also contradicting results reported in the literature on the

effect of initial sample density on the propagation speed which

needs to be addressed. Experimental works are also needed to

obtain the effect of dilution and variation in mixture ratio on the

SHS wave speed and also to obtain the appropriate quenching

conditions to validate the theoretical predictions.
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CHAPTER 3

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

3.1 Configuration

In our study of self-propagating high-temperature synthesis

process, powders of titanium and carbon graphite in chosen

proportion are mixed and compressed into a cylindrical compact of

chosen diameter and density. The compressed sample may be of

any geometry but we use here a plug of cylindrical cross-section.

Cylindrical sample is used for the purpose of comparing the

numerical results with those obtained from experiments. The

cylindrical sample may be placed in any orientation (which effects

the convective loss into a gas-filled surroundings) and the ignition

can be initiated from either end. In the present model, we keep the

sample vertical and assume the sample to be ignited from the top

by means of some external source such as by resistively heated

tungsten heating coil. Once the sample is ignited, sufficient energy is

generated within the ignited layer. This energy is conducted to the

adjacent layer to raise it to the ignition condition. A self-supporting

steady reaction wave then propagates along the length of the

sample A schematic of the configuration and the SHS process is

shown in Figure 3.1 along with the expected temperature and

product concentration profile. The reaction is expected to be a high

activation energy process with a thin reaction zone compared to the

warm-up zone. Both the temperature and product concentration are
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Figure 3.1. Schematic of the SHS Process.

Temperature

expected to rise sharply at the reaction front. Temperature is

expected to reach a maximum and then decrease to a constant

value. This is because the reaction is expected to occur only in one

layer at a time due to high specific heat of the solid reactants. The

reaction chamber may be evacuated (only radiative losses are

expected) or may contain an inert gas such as argon (both radiative

and convective losses are expected). This configuration describes the

SHS process in a single compact and does not address batch

reactions for industrial production.
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3.2 Model and its Governing Equations

A mathematical model is developed which describes the

steady propagation speed of the reaction wave along the length of

the cylindrical sample during an SHS process as discussed above.

3.2.1 Assumptions

The following assumptions are made in deriving the governing

equations:

(1) Thermal conductivity K and the specific heat Cp of the

compact is assumed constant throughout the process.

(2) The kinetic parameters such as the activation energy E

and the pre-exponential factors are also considered

constant.

(3) The process is assumed to be two dimensional with no

variation in the circumferential direction.

(4) Both convective and radiative heat losses from the

periphery of the cylinder to the environment are

considered.

Mass diffusion of the solid reactants and product from

one layer to another does not occur.

(5)

3.2.2 Justification of Assumptions
One of the major assumptions made is that the physical

properties, i.e., thermal conductivity and specific heat, of the

compact remain constant throughout the process. The wide range of

temperature variation along with the complications arising from the

fact that one of the reactants melts during the process make it
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extremely difficult to obtain K and Cp as a function of different

system parameters. Sizes and shapes of the reactant particles and

their mixing conditions also add to the problem. Hence assuming an

average constant value of these parameters will greatly simplify the

equations and also the subsequent calculations. The activation

energy and the preexponential constants for a titanium and carbon
system are available as constant values in the literature and are
therefore assumed to be constant for the model studied.

Since the reaction is initiated by igniting the entire top surface

of the cylindrical sample, the assumption of no circumferential

variation can be considered as a valid assumption. In developing the

governing equations for the cylindrical sample the radial direction

can be lumped as is done by Varma, et. al. [10]. In that case the loss

term appear in the governing equation. Lumped formulation can be
assumed if the internal resistance is smaller compared to the

external resistance, i.e., if Biot number for the system is small. But
for a larger Biot number a variation of temperature in the radial
direction is expected and hence the radial direction cannot be

lumped. Since one of the objectives of this study is to observe if
there is any effect of the heat loss on the radial temperature profile

a two-dimensional formulation is used. Since the SHS processes are

highly exothermic and the temperature attained are quite high,

losses due to radiation are expected to be significant and are

therefore included along with convective losses. Losses are assumed

from the periphery of the sample, but not from the two ends of the
cylinder. The ends are assumed to be insulated. Unlike gas phase
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reactions diffusion of mass of the solid reactants are not expected to

take place between the reaction and the adjacent zones.

3.2.3 Equations

Let us take a differential control volume as shown in Figure 3.2.

Let us assume both convective and radiative heat losses from the

periphery of the cylinder to the environment. Starting with this

differential control volume and the assumptions stated above the
energy conservation equation for the process is obtained as

1_ a-r_0<P1) + (Kr?-1r) + p= pcata x ax r ar (Krar) (3.1)

x and r are the axial and radial coordinates; K, p and Cp are

respectively the thermal conductivity, density and specific heat of
the sample material; S" is the rate of energy generation per unit
volume due to reaction; and t is time. The source term can be
expressed as

= (hc)( -*'") (3.2)

where, he is the enthalpy of reaction in (J/gm) and W is the
reactant mass depletion rate per unit volume.
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Species conservation in the same control volume can be derived,

for the unsteady state, with no diffusion and flow of species in and

out of the control volume, as follows

.

P at ("W )
(3.3)

where, ri is the degree of conversion and varies from zero at the

start of reaction to 1 when all the reactants in the initial mixture are

converted into product. For cases of nonstoichiometry and dilution
with inert product rl will be less than 1 at the end of reaction.

Combining Equations (3.2) and (3.3) and substituting in Equation

(3.1) the energy conservation equation becomes

a , 1 a , a 1-
ax + 5T. (Kra + p (he) = pC (3.4)

at Pa t

Equations (3.3) and (3.4) form the coupled set of equations

which govern the SHS reaction propagation. The mass depletion rate

is given by the kinetics of the reaction. In Chapter 4 a review of
different kinetic models used in the literature for reactions

involving solids is provided. Out of the discussed kinetic models two

will be used for numerical calculations. They are, namely,

Aleksandrov and Korchagin kinetic model and Kanury, Huque and

Guerrero kinetic model. When using Aleksandrov kinetic model
Equation (3.3) will be replaced by Equation (4.12). When Kanury
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kinetic model is used Equation (3.3) will be replaced by Equations

(4.22) and (4.26). For a system with stoichiometric mixture ratio

and no dilution, for Kanury kinetic model, rl, the extent of reaction,
will be defined as either (1-0) or (1-A), where D and A are the

nondimensional concentration of titanium in the liquid melt and
nondimensional volume of the carbon particle respectively and are

discussed in detail in Chapter 4. For cases of nonstoichiometry we

have two cases, namely, titanium rich and carbon rich. For a

titanium rich case , n is defined as (1-0) and for a carbon rich case

(1-A). In cases of stoichiometric mixture ratio but dilution with inert

product 11 will also be less than 1 at the end of re on. ii is then

defined as either (1-0) or (1-A) multiplied by the fraction of the

initial reactant mass which actually goes into reaction. Thus for a
system with 20% dilution by weight (with TiC), rl will be 0.8(1-0) or

0.8(1-A). Thus the partial of with respect to time will be replaced

by the negative of partial of D or A with respect to time as needed

for different cases.

3.2.4 Boundary Conditions

In order to solve the above set of equations, appropriate

initial and boundary conditions need to be specified. The initial
temperature of the sample is assumed to have a uniform value
throughout the sample except at x = 0 where the initial temperature

is assumed to be equal to the ignition temperature. This condition is

furnished to accomplish ignition. An assumption that both ends of
the cylindrical sample are insulated gives the boundary conditions

for the axial direction. It is to be noted that once ignition is
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accomplished, the boundary condition at x = 0 becomes irrelevent
because we are computing only the steady state values. For radial
boundary conditions, symmetry is assumed on the axis and the
periphery of the sample is assumed to suffer (convective +

radiative) losses. With Kanury kinetic model the nondimensional

volume of the nonmelting reactant particle and the nondimensional

concentration of the liquid reactant in the outer melt, have initial
values of 1.

Equations (3.4), (4.22) and (4.26) thus constitute the complete

set of equations describing the problem with the following initial
and boundary conditions:

T = Tignition t = 0, = 0, 0 r R

T = To,A=1 and d) . 1; t = 0, x > 0, 05r5_R

aT
I x=o = o

aTi
a r I r=° 0'

aT i

ax I X=L =

(3.5a)

(3.5b)

(3.5c)

-Karr
aT

1 r=R = h(T-Ta) + eFa(T4-Ta4) (3.5d)

With Aleksandrov kinetic model the problem is described by
Equations (3.4) and (4.12) along with the initial and boundary
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conditions described above except that the initial condition given by

Equation (3.5b) is replaced by

T = To and ri = 0; t=0, x>0, (3.5e)

Once the sample is ignited in one end by an external means, a

reaction wave will propagate through the sample either steadily or
unsteadily. For steady propagation, the time in Eq. (3.4) can be
replaced by the ratio of location x to the steady speed v. So that the

a Ttransient term pC
P

-a--
t

in Eq. (3.4) is replaced by pvC aT
Pax

.

By assuming the surrounding gas to be stationary, the heat
loss from the cylindrical sample can be presumed to occur by
radiation and by natural convection. The average heat loss

coefficient h is obtained [401 from the convective correlation of the
form Nu = (4/3)f(Pr)(Gr/ 4)1/4 where Nu = hl /Kg, Pr is Prandtl

number of the gas, f(Pr) is a function of Prandtl number and Gr

g(3v13AT /vg? is the Grashof number. 1 is the characteristic vertical
distance. g is local gravitational acceleration. 13v is volumetric

expansion coefficient of the gas. AT is the surface temperature rise

over the ambient (T-Ta) which drives the natural convective flow.

Heat transfer coefficients for the warm-up zone and the product
zone are calculated separately. For the warm-up zone the

characteristic vertical distance is taken as the distance between the
cell where the high temperature reaction is taking place and the
forwardmost cell which has experienced a rise in temperature. For
the product zone characteristic vertical distance is taken as the
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vertical length of the product zone. The above correlation is for an

isothermal surface. Since in the present work there is a temperature

variation in the warm-up as well as in the product zone, the surface

temperature T for both cases are approximated to be an average

temperature. For the warm-up zone it is taken as the average of
temperatures at the reaction front and the initial temperature of

the sample. For the product zone it is taken as the average value of
the surface

the loss in

temperatures in the product zone. It must be noted that

the region lying ahead of the propagation front plays an

important role in the reaction wave propagation speed whereas the

loss from the surface behind the front may have influence on the
restructurizing of the product but not on the wave speed. The
correlation for the natural convective heat transfer shown above is

for a vertical flat plate. This expression can be used for a vertical
cylinder for large d/1 ratio, where d is the diameter of the

cylindrical compact and 1 is the characteristic vertical distance.

When d/1 is sufficiently small for curvature to be significant,

vertical cylinder result deviate from flat plate results and

corrections are to be made. In order to take into account the effect
of curvature, corrections are made as given in [41] taken from

[42,43]. The corrections are made by multiplying the Nu for flat
plate with appropriate coefficients to obtain Nu for cylinder for
different Rai 1/4d/1 values. In calculating the heat transfer coefficient

in the product zone the characteristic length was taken as the

distance from the top to the last

temperature for the driving force was

temperature of the product zone. The

reacted surface cell. The

again taken as the average

radiation shape factor F is
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taken as unity and the emmissivity c is taken as 0.8, which

represents an average value of the emmissivities of titanium and
graphite.

3.3 Order of Magnitude Analysis

To develop a qualitative understanding of the dependence of the

SHS wave speed on various parameters, an order of magnitude
analysis [33] of the governing equations can be conducted. Let 8' b e

the thickness in the axial direction which feels the heat generated
by the reaction. This may be termed the "thermal depth". Let Tb be
the adiabatic reaction temperature. Let R be the radius of the
sample and be the enthalpy release rate defined as -= (he)

(-*'"). Let the temperature in the energy equation be of the order
of (Tb - To), x be of the order of the thermal depth 8' and r be of the

order of the radius R. Let us assume that the thermal depth 8' an d

radius R are of the same order of magnitude. For an adiabatic case

the conduction, reaction and convection terms can be expressed as
follows

K(Tb To) K(Tb To)Conduction L.-- 8,2 8,2

Reaction = S'"

Convection
8'

p Cp v (To To)

Equating conduction term with reaction term,



K (Tb - To)
8'2

Equating convection term with reaction term,

p Cp v (Tb To)
8'

Equating equations (3.6) and (3.7) we obtain

1 K §'" 1/2
v

pCp 1 (Tb To)
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(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

This result describes the dependence of the steady reaction

velocity v on various parameters. It is clear that the reaction speed

will decrease linearly as the density of the sample is increased. As

the thermal conductivity is increased v will also be increased. With

other variables remaining constant, thermal conductivity is

expected to be increased with decreasing particle size. Therefore, v

will decrease as the particle size increases. It is also obvious from

equation (3.8) that the reaction velocity is increased as the initial
temperature of the sample is increased. The effect of stoichiometry

and dilution of the sample with the inert final product is embedded

on the dependence of v on The propagation velocity decreases

as the reaction energy decreases.
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Figure 3.3 shows qualitatively [33] the variation of reaction
velocity v as a function of various parameters. Present in the

following paragraphs is a qualitative discussion of the physics of

how different parameters affect the SHS reaction wave as depicted
in Figure 3.3.

(a) Sample diameter

Effect of the sample diameter on the reaction wave speed comes

into picture through the heat losses from the periphery of the

cylindrical sample. These losses make the reaction front two-

dimensional. Heat generation due to chemical reaction is a

volumetric process while the heat loss from the periphery is

controlled, by the surface area. As the diameter of the sample is
gradually decreased, the volume to surface area ratio is decreased
to make the effect of heat loss progressively more significant.

Therefore, a decrease in sample diameter results in an increase in
heat loss and, hence, a reduction in the propagation speed. There is

expected a critical value of diameter below which the heat loss is so
excessive as to disable propagation of the reaction wave. This
limiting diameter can be termed as the "quenching diameter". On

the other hand, if the diameter is increased, the heat loss becomes
gradually less important; beyond some large size the loss will be
ignorable and the propagation speed attains an "adiabatic" speed.

(b) Initial sample density

The density of the initial sample has an inverse effect on the
propagation speed of the reaction wave. A denser compact has high
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Figure 3.3. Qualitative Variation of Reaction Velocity v with Various
Parameters {33]
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volumetric heat capacity and therefore takes a greater amount of
energy to heat a layer to reaction conditions and eventually to the

completion of the reaction. Therefore the reaction speed in a denser

compact will be slower than in a sample of lower density.

Density, as discussed earlier, may also play a role in the sample

thermal conductivity to influence the propagation rate in a way
opposite to the above effect.

(c) Initial temperature

In self-propagating high-temperature synthesis, the effect of
temperature on reaction rate is taken to follow the Arrhenius

exponential law, i.e., the rate of reaction depends on temperature in

an inverse negative exponential way. Thus a higher temperature of

the homogeneous reactants will mean a shorter ignition delay and a
faster speed of propagation. Since the energy released in the

reaction in a layer will be transferred by conduction to the warming

zone, a higher initial temperature will facilitate easier attainment of

the ignition temperature, thus leading to a faster propagation.

(d) Particle size

The size of the particles of titanium and carbon in the initial

sample has an important effect on the rate at which the reaction
propagates through the sample. This effect comes in the overall
value of thermal conductivity. Once a layer is ignited, the rate at
which heat is transported to the unreacted part is dictated, along
with other variables, by the overall thermal conductivity. In a

porous medium, prepared by compressing a mixture of small
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particles, heat is transferred by conduction through the solid contact

surfaces and also by conduction and radiation through any gases
trapped in the pores. Except at very high temperatures when
radiation becomes significant, it is expected that the magnitude of
gas-phase heat transfer through the pores will be negligible

compared to conduction through the contact surface. Therefore, as

the contact surface area between the particles increases, the overall

thermal conductivity of the sample also increases. There may be
two ways to increase the contact area: one is by making the sample
more compact, thus reducing the percentage of pores; and the

second is by decreasing the size of the particles and thereby

increasing the solid surface area. When the samples are prepared

with powders of different particle sizes, it is expected that the

reaction speed will be higher in a denser sample of smaller particles

because of higher overall thermal conductivity. The particle size
will also come into play probably to modify the final extent of

reaction in a manner discussed in Chapter 4 on Kinetics.

(e) Dilution with inert product

If the initial reactants are diluted with the final product, the

highest attained temperature is diminished. Because of the

presence of the product, the heat released per unit starting mass

will also be reduced. This in turn will slow down the propagation of

the reaction front. Therefore, as the amount of dilution increases
the overall reaction temperature and the propagation speed will

decrease. Ultimately, a large critically dilution is reached above
which a self supporting reaction becomes impossible.
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cf) Stoichiometry

A stoichiometric reaction is a process in which all the reactants

are converted into products. In combustion, a reaction takes place

with the liberation of energy as heat. The enthalpy of the reactants

is larger than the enthalpy of the products. The difference between

these enthalpies are released as heat and is known as the enthalpy
of reaction [38]. A portion of the energy released is used in heating

the reactants and products while the rest is lost from the reaction
zone to the surroundings. When a thin layer of a cylindrical sample

of titanium and carbon is reacted, the energy released is of the
order of 3082 J/gm. The energy generated in this layer is

conducted to the next layer of unreacted mixture, heating it to the
ignition condition and thus initiating reaction in it. In this way, a
self-supporting propagation of reaction is achieved along the entire
length of the cylindrical sample.

The speed at which the reaction wave propagates depends, on a

number of variables among which the amount of heat transported

to heat the adjacent layer of unreacted mixture is an important one.

When a sample is prepared with a mixture of titanium and carbon

in stoichiometric proportions, at the completion of the reaction, all

the titanium and carbon will be consumed to form titanium carbide
as the product. The propagation speed thus is expected to be the

highest for a stoichiometric mixture. On the other hand, if there is

an excess amount of titanium or carbon present in the mixture, the

excess reactant will not be converted into product. This excess
reactant, however, will absorb energy to reduce the expediency
with which the adjacent layer is raised to ignition temperature.
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This, in turn, will reduce the speed at which the reaction wave
propagates through the sample. The more the excess of titanium or

carbon in the mixture, the slower the reaction speed. Ultimately a

limiting excess reactant point is reached where steady propagation

of reaction is ceased. This is known as the lean or rich limit of
mixture [33].

Having discussed the effect of various parameters on the

reaction wave propagation speed, the present work will focus in

carrying out both numerical calculations and experiment to

quantitatively describe the above variations. The trend of the

results obtained will be compared with the qualitative trends

discussed above.

3.4 Concluding Remarks

A vertically standing cylindrical sample is assumed in

developing the mathematical model. Various assumptions were

made in order to simplify the derivation and calculation techniques.

A review of chemical kinetics involving solid reactants and product

follows in Chapter 4 to replace the species conservation equation.

Equations (4.22) and (4.26) are used in place of Equation (3.3) when

using Kanury kinetic model and by Equation (4.12) when using
Aleksandrov kinetic model. The numerical formulation and the

solution steps are then discussed in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 4

CHEMICAL KINETICS

In studying the dynamics of reactions of the type solids --> solid,

one needs to consider thermodynamics, transport phenomena and
chemical kinetics much as in studying any combustion dynamics.
The thermodynamics of the SHS reactions are fairly well-

understood. The modeling of the heat and mass transfer processes

within the reactive mixtures and the determination of the heat and
mass transfer properties of the involved porous material are, in

principle, not difficult. In contrast, meager is the existing knowledge

related to the chemical kinetics of reactions involving solids. This, at
least in part, is due to the conceptual difficulty associated with the

very definition of a solid-phase reaction.

The combustion of condensed systems involves a large number
of various processes which influence to a greater or lesser degree
the rate and completeness of combustion. These processes include:

homogeneous and heterogeneous reactions; dispersion and

vaporization (sublimation) of components; diffusion and filtration-
controlled mass transfer; conductive, convective and radiative heat
transfer, and others. The role of these processes is not uniquely
determined by the composition of the system and depends to a

considerable extent on combustion conditions (pressure,
temperature, dimension, etc.).
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Because of these fundamental difficulties, existing ideas about

the mechanism of the interaction of reactants in a SHS wave are
based on assumptions which are in the best case supported by data
from indirect experiments or are based on theoretical calculations,

relating the rate of combustion with the kinetic parameters of the

reactants. Analogies from related areas are also widely employed.
For example, the idea of strong (exponential) retardation is

developed upon the basis of the experimental results obtained in

the study of the oxidation of massive samples of metals under
isothermal conditions [46,47].

Reactions involving solids as reactants can be organized into four

distinct groups as shown in Table 4.1 [34]. In the first and second
groups, the reaction occurs either at the surface of the solid or

within the pores of it. In the first group, exemplified by combustion

of graphite and of porous char in air, the product is a gas so that the
mass of the solid is gradually decreased with time as the reaction
proceeds. The solid gradually diminishes in size or its pores are
gradually enlarged. In the second group, exemplified by oxidation

(rusting, scaling, tarnishing) of metals and metal sponges in air, the
product is a solid so that the mass of the solid is gradually increased

with time as the reaction proceeds. The solid may gradually increase

in size or its pores may gradually close up. In both these groups, a
crucial role is played in determining the overall reaction rate by the

concentration (or concentration distribution) of the oxidant gas near

the surface as governed by the fluid mechanics of the boundary
layer and/or by the diffusion in the pores. The third group of
reactions, exemplified by the charring of wood, are known as
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decomposition reactions. When prompted thermally, decomposition

reactions are also known as pyrolysis reactions. Some of the

products of decomposition are usually gaseous (or vaporous) so that
the mass of the decomposing solid decreases with time as the

reaction progresses. The fourth group of reactions are of direct
concern in this work. The reactants are all solids as also are all the
products. These are thus, in principle, gasless reactions. The reacting

mass remains invariant with time but the volume may change. The

effects of pressure of the surrounding gas phase and of temperature

in each of these four reaction groups are also described in Table 4.1.

4.1 Some Characteristics of Solid Reactions

Only in context of the first of the four groups of solid reactions

identified earlier may it be possible to extend the ideas of collision

theory, as employed in gas phase reactions, to arrive at some viable

rate mechanisms. The effect of temperature on the heterogeneous
reaction rate continues to be described by the Arrhenius

exponential. In the remaining three groups, the detail of interaction
among the reactants is not so clear. Although our current interest
lies only in reactions of the type of the fourth group, it is worth
making the following observations on the second and third groups.
There might exist no collisions per se. A number of molecules are
generally held together to form the crystalline or polymeric

structure of a solid. To result in oxidation in which the product oxide

is a solid (i.e., the second group identified earlier), the reactant gas
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Table 4.1. Types of Reactions Involving Solid Reactants {341.

Type of

Reactions

Effect on mass Effect of Temp.

and size and Pressure

Solid+Gas->Gas

Solid+Gas->Solid

Solid->Solid+Gas

Solid+Solid->Solid

Solid mass (size) Pressure effect
decreases. moderate to nil.
Pore size increases. Temperature effect

Arrhenius type.

Solid mass (size) Pressure effect.
increases. Temperature effect
Pores close-up. D(T).
Diffusion of metal
through oxide or
of gas through
oxide.

Solid mass (size) Pressure effect
decreases. probably weak.
Pores open up. Temperature effect

Arrhenius type.

Mass remains
invariant.
Structure will
change.

Pressure has no
effect.
Temperature effect
Arrhenius type.
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attacks the crystalline solid either at the surface or, upon diffusing
into the crystal through any existing defects in the interior. Once the

solid oxide layer is initiated, the reaction can be continued only if
either the ionic metal is diffused outwards to the gas or the oxidant

gas is diffused inwards to the metal across the oxide. The resistance
to this diffusion gradually increases with time as the oxide layer
becomes thicker. The rate of increase of the thickness is thus

inversely proportional to the thickness itself so that thickness is

proportional to the square root of time; this is known as the

parabolic law of oxidation in metallurgy [44]. It is crucial to note
that the overall chemical reaction rate is determined by a physical
process which, in this instance, is diffusion. In as much as the

coefficient of diffusion in solids is expected to depend on
T p[r_temperature as D 1/2ex E/(RT)], the rate of the second type of

reactions depends on temperature in an inverse negative
exponential way as well [44,45]. Although this is mathematically

similar to the Arrhenius exponential, the physical significance is

obviously different.

In reactions of the third group, the crystalline units (or long
polymeric chains) of the solid undergo violent vibrations in

response to heating. With sufficiently intense heating, the vibrations

may become so strong as to rupture the crystal or the molecule.
Such a process is known as thermal unzipping leading to

decomposition or pyrolysis. The products generally are a lower
density solid and a mixture of gases and vapors. The effect of
temperature on the pyrolysis reaction rate is traditionally taken to
follow the Arrhenius exponential law. This tradition can be justified
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by the fact that a higher temperature would lead to intensified

vibration and thereby to an increased rupture of the molecules.
In the second, third as well as the fourth types of solid

reactions, the notion of the order of the reaction, as used for gas
phase reaction kinetics, has a rather limited physical meaning. It

does, however, serve to incorporate into the rate law the fact that
the reaction would cease when one or more of the reactants is

depleted.

Migration of cations (along with electrons), isotopic exchange,

self-diffusion as well as the preferential diffusion along grain

boundaries and defects have to be considered within the solid phase
in order to describe the second as well as fourth types of solid
reactions. Theory [48,49,50] shows the transport coefficients

pertaining to these diffusions to be temperature dependent again in
an inverse negative exponential way.

Turning now explicitly to the reactions of the fourth group,
viz: of the type solid + solid --> solid, let us consider a powder
mixture of species A and B as shown in Figure 4.1. The particle sizes

and the mixture ratio are presumed known. The mixture is assumed
to be uniform. Let at any instant of time the thickness of the
product layer be 8 the left of which lies the species A, and to the
right lies the species B [34,51,52]. In order to continue reaction
cations of A must diffuse through the growing product layer from
left to right in order to permit reaction at the right face of the
product layer. If CA0 and CA are the concentrations of the cations
respectively at the left and right faces of the layer, the diffusion
rate can be written as
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Figure 4.1. A Schematic of Particles of Reactants A and B Separated
by a Product Layer.
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(4.1)

where kp is the physical rate constant, same as diffusion coefficient

having units of (cm2/s). The local chemical reaction rate on the right
face can be written as

w"c = kcCA (4.2)

where lc, is the chemical (surface reaction) rate constant in units of

(cm/s). Equating these diffusion and reaction rates, the cation

concentration at the reaction site (i.e., the right face of the layer) can

be found to be:

CA = kpCAO/fkp+kc6i. (4.3)

Substituting CA in any of the rate equations and writing as the rate
of thickening of the product layer, this rate is obtained as below

d5 [kelcpCAo]
d t [kp+10] (4.4)

where t is time. Assuming the rate constants to be constants indeed,

integration leads to

102 + [24]S = [2kckpC (4.5)
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It is instructive to note two limiting cases:

(1) When time is small ko5 is very small compared to kp, so

that Eq. (4.5) reduces to the so-called linear rate law.

= [kcCAo]t (4.6)

This situation occurs not only when the product layer thickness is

very small but also when kc is small. That is, when the characteristic

speed of chemistry is substantially smaller than the characteristic

speed of physical diffusion.

(2) When kp is very small compared to kcS, i.e., when the

physical diffusion is so small as to be the only factor controlling the

reaction, Eq. (4.5) can be approximated to the following so called
parabolic rate law

62 = [2kpC (4.7)

Thick layers, across which diffusion is significantly difficult relative

to the characteristic chemical reaction, present this situation. Evans

[51,52] discusses the conditions which might cause departure from

the parabolic rate law. Reference [53] presents a nice tutorial on this
subject.

There exists another rate equation known in metallurgy as the
logarithmic rate law. Evans [52] describes a mechanism in which
blisters might form in the product layer. The thicker the layer, the
more prone it is to blister. These blisters form barriers to the

diffusion of the cations and electrons. As the layer grows in
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thickness, a self-inhibitive behavior is thus exhibited. The rate of
mean thickness growth rate under this self-inhibition mechanism
can be written as below

d5
=d t c exp[-cy'5] (4.8)

where c is a constant. The coefficient a' independent of the

thickness, gives the probability [a'd8] of a blister barrier being
situated within a certain thickness element do evolving in a time
element dt. Integration of this equation gives the product layer
thickness as a function of time as

15 . o' In[1+(ce)t] (4.9)

The reason for this to be called the logarithmic rate law is self-

evident.

Figure 4.2 shows the patterns of product layer growth as
occurring from the linear, parabolic and the logarithmic laws. Only

the linear law involves the intrinsic chemical kinetics; the parabolic

and logarithmic laws really describe the overall reaction rate as

controlled by physical processes. When more than one physical
mechanism is involved, the reaction rate can be described by a

combination of the rate equations [49]. In all cases, the effect of
temperature on the reaction rate is described by the negative
inverse exponential.
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Figure 4.2 A Qualitative Comparison of the Linear, Parabolic and

Logarithmic Rate Laws [34]
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4.2 Existing Models of Gas less Combustion Kinetics

The foregoing introduction to solid reaction kinetics serves as a
basis of discussion of the kinetic rate equation for self-propagating
high-temperature synthesis reactions. Among the factors which

make a study of the SHS kinetics difficult are the: high rates of local
heating ( > 107 K/s), steep temperature gradients ( > 107 K/cm),

isolation of the reactants by the products layer and phase-changes
of the reactants and/or the product(s). Thus the SHS kinetic
hypotheses can be verified at best by indirect experimental
observations. Some of the existing kinetic models are discussed

below in the light of the fundamentals presented above.

Merzhanov Model

Merzhanov [54,55] adapts Eq. (4.8) to describe the SHS
kinetics as below.

at fko exp[-E/(RT)] } exp[-13'1] (4.10)

where t is time, lc() is a constant for the system under consideration,
E is activation energy, R is universal gas constant, T is absolute local
temperature, [3 is the self-inhibition constant and ri is the extent of
reaction defined as 11 E 8/w, where 8 is the product layer thickness
and w is the maximum value that 8 can achieve. If the reaction
produces little change in density, then w represents the size of the
reactant particles. From the view point of Figure 4.1, w will be
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(ao-b0). rl = 0 denotes the state of the initial reactants while 11 = 1

denotes that of the final product(s).

Equation (4.10) is applicable to SHS processes if the products

(and some of the reactants) neither melt nor vaporize at the process
temperatures. These systems, in general, are heterogeneous from
both thermal and chemical points of view. If the particles are

sufficiently fine, the temperature gradients within the particles can

be reduced or even be eliminated. The chemical heterogeneity,

however, persists independent of the particle size; the furtherance
of the reaction is contingent upon diffusion of the reactants across

an ever-growing product layer.

Equation (4.10) is anticipated to be invalid if the product layer is

not a continuously thickening solid. This may be the case
well-known situations of metal reactions in

either forms bridges and filaments between the

in such

which the product

reactant particles or
is ruptured and decomposed as soon as it is formed.

Hardt and Phung Model:

The growth of the inhibiting product layer is depicted by Hardt
and Phung [22] slightly differently. Let the adjacent reactant
particles be represented ideally by alternate parallel layers of A
and B. Let ao and b0 be the initial thickness of these alternating
layers, respectively representing particle sizes of species A and B.
referring to Figure 4.1, as the product layer thickness 5 increases, so

the reactant layer thickness a' and b' decrease with time. The rates
of change of a' and b' are related by stoichiometry according to
db'/dt = [-(bo/a0)dat/dt]. The rate of increase of the product layer
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thickness d8/dt is the sum of the rate of diminishing of layers of a'
and b'. Thus, d8/dt = [- da' /dt- db' /dt]. Finally, the rate of diffusion
across 5 gives the rate of consumption of A as da'/dt = - (D/5) where
D = Do exp[-E/(RT)] is the coefficient of diffusion of species A across

the product layer. Combining these relations,

aTs r, b
[SJ

Defining the extent of reactionri = 8/(ao+bo), the following parabolic

rate equation is obtained.

1 rp
11

a
r

L= +bo] J J exp[-EgRTA (4.11)

Aleksandrov and Korchagin Model:

According to the experimental observations of Aleksandrov &
Korchagin [12] one of the reactants (say species L) melts and flows
around particles of the second reactant (say species S).

Simultaneously, a reaction occurs at the surface of species S to form
an intermediate product I. Species L diffuses across I to continue
the reaction with S at the inner surface of I. Under the influence of
species I formation at the inner surface and its dissolution into the
liquid L at its outer surface, the thickness of the layer of 1 is found
to remain constant.

Two factors contribute to a gradual reduction of the reaction
rate: first, the surface area at which the reaction occurs is gradually
decreased. Second, the concentration of species L in the outer melt is
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gradually reduced due to continuous dilution with the intermediate
species I. With ri defined as the degree of tunsformation of the

refractory component varying from 0 to 1, the area of reaction
surface Ar is expected to be proportional to [1-1 ] 2/3. The

concentration of species L in the outer layer is expected to decrease
as CL cc [1-i ]. Thus the reaction rate equation dii/dt (Ar)CL can be

written for a mixture which is initially stoichiometric, and whose

particles are spherical, as

at = fko exp[-E/(RT)]) [1-rfl513

Let m be an index equal to 0, 1 and 2 respectively for a plane,
cylindrical and spherical shape of the reacting particles. Then the

Aleksandrov and Korchagin model gives the general rate equation in
the form

a
{ko exp[-EART))) [1-wn][1-rdm/(m+1)at (4.12)

where µ is the composition factor of the mixture, equal to the ratio
of the coefficient in front of the melting component in the

stoichiometric reaction equation to the molar coefficient for this

component in the given mixture. [1-1.tri ] is always less than 1. The
precise meaning of [1-1.tri] when µ < U is unclear.stoichiometric
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Kumar, Puszynski and Hlavacek model:

The model is based [31] on the assumption that the overall
reaction rate is proportional to the surface area of the fraction of
unreacted nonmelting component and that the nucleation step

occurs almost instantaneously. In some cases the morphological
structure of the nonmelting reactant as well as the formed product
is porous due to the nature of the reaction or due to development of
cracks due to large thermal stresses. This gives good access to the
liquid reactant into the unreacted core of the second reactant. This

limits the process of diffusion through the product layer in order to
continue the reaction. The effect of diffusion through the product
layer is limited to the diffusion through the submicron product
layers formed on micrograins of the porous particle.

If the reaction is described by

/ L(solid, liquid and/or gas) + s S(solid) ----> P(solid)

The reaction rate at the interface reads

dNL CLR= k0 exp[- E /(RT)] 47c rc`
MLd t

The molar rate of consumption can be thus expressed as

1 dNs 1 dNL P S 2
dr

s dt 4n r
/ dt Ms dt

(4.13)

(4.14)
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Where, ML and Ms are molecular weights of reactants L and S in
(g/mole); p s is the density of the nonmelting reactant (g/cm3); ko is

the pre-exponential factor (cm/sec); E is the activation energy

(J/mole); R is the universal gas constant (J/mole K); s and I are the

stoichiometric coefficients; Rp is the average particle radius (cm); rc

is the reaction front interface position (cm) and CLR

concentration of the more "mobile" reactant (g/cm3).

Defining the extent of conversion of the solid particle as:

trc \3
rl I Rp)

is the initial

such that fi varies from 0 at the beginning of reaction to 1 at the end

of reaction and rearranging the Eqs. (4.13) and (4.14) the kinetic

equation can be obtained as

3 s Ms ko exp[-E/(RT)] CLR 0.667 (4.15)dt
/ NIL Ps RP

One of the major weaknesses of this model is the assumption of

no diffusion through product layer, i.e., it can only be used for
highly porous nonmelting particles. The effect of dilution with inert

is introduced only by appropriately changing the enthalpy of

reaction of the mixture. The effect of the mixture-ratio of the
reactants is not properly addressed. According to Eq. (4.15) the

reaction rate decreases as the stoichiometric coefficient a increases.

This represents the rich L case. On the other hand, for deficient L

case the reaction rate continuously increases as a decreases. Thus, it
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can be concluded that the model is valid only for stoichiometric and

rich L cases but not valid for deficient L cases.

Another form of kinetic rate equation which appeared quite

frequently in the literature is given as below

fin
d t = k0 exp[- E /(RT)] (1-11)n

where 11 is the extent of reaction, varying from 0 at the start of the
reaction to 1 when the reaction stops and all the reactants are

converted into product, and n defines the order of reaction.
Merzhanov [2] and Holt [19] used this equation to describe the
kinetics of SHS reaction. The obvious limitations of this expression is
its inability to address the cases with different reactant mixture-
ratios and inert dilution. Although it can be used effectively if the
value of n is obtained empirically.

Kanury, Huque and Guerrero Model:

A model is developed [56] to represent the kinetic rate equation
for an SHS process based on fundamental ideas. This model

incorporates the effects of dilution with the inert product. It also
shows the effect of the mixture-ratio for the cases of both excess
and deficient reactants. The model is based on the mechanism as
experimentally observed by Aleksandrov and Korchagin [12]. This
mechanism suggests that one of the reactants melts and flows
around the second nonmelting reactant. The reaction takes place on
the surface of the nonmelting reactant. An intermediate product
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layer is formed and the reactant which melted has to diffuse

through this layer in order to continue the reaction. The

intermediate product continuously forms on the inner surface and
gets dissolved on the outer at such a rate that its thickness remains
almost constant as shown in Figure 4.3.

Let a general SHS reaction in stoichiometric proportion is described
by

sS + /L > pP (4.16)

where s kmol of the reactant S (non melting reactant) reacts with 1
kmol of reactant L (reactant which melts during the reaction

process) to produce p kmol of the product P. For a titanium and
carbon system S is carbon, L is titanium and P is titanium carbide
and the stoichiometric coefficients are s = 1 = p = 1. For a titanium

and boron system S is boron, L is titanium and P is titanium

diboride, TiB2 and the stoichiometric coefficients are s = 2, / = 1 and
p = 1.

Let us assume that the diameter of a particle of reactant S be do

at the begining of reaction and at any instant of time after the
reaction began is given as d, a function of time, as shown in Figure
4.3. Consumption rate of S is then given as

Consumption rate of S
1 d icd3

Ms d t Ps 6 (4.17)

To find the diffusion of cations of L across the intermediate product,
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Figure 4.3 Schematic of Titanium and Carbon Reaction Mechanism.
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let us assume that the ion concentration of L on the outer surface of
surface of the intermediate product is CLm , a function of time. And

let the concentration of L on the inner surface be zero because of
fast surface reaction. The equation describing the concentration

variation of L in the thickness of the intermediate product is

d dCL

r2 d r [r2 d r = 0 (4.18)

Since both the driving force, i.e, the concentration difference as well

as the resistance, i.e, the thickness of the intermediate layer through

which cations of L is diffusing, is decreasing with time, a steady
diffusion is assumed. Therefore to obtain the concentration profile
the steady equation is employed.

The boundary conditions are

at r =
d
2 CL = 0

at r = 2 + 5 C = CLm

where 5 is the thickness of the intermediate product layer. The
solution is

CLm d (d+28) 2 1
CL =

(d4 8 (4.19)



The liquid diffusion rate is

dC D CL.,
4irDr2

d rL = icd (d+28)
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(4.20)

Where D is diffusion coefficient of the ions through the intermediate

product layer. From stoichiometry, the molar consumption rate of

the solid particle and the molar diffusion rate of the liquid reactant

through the intermediate layer (for very fast surface reaction) are

related as

1 1 d ird3 \ 1 DC,
Ms d t

r
Ps 6)= = (d+28)

Let us define the following:

(4.21)

d 3
Dot 8Lm

d 0 CLmo = 2
13 d

0

where A is the nondimensional volume of a particle of the

nonmelting reactant S and do is its diameter at the start of the

reaction, D is the nondimensional concentration of liquid reactant in

the outer melt, ti is nondimensional time and 13 is the ratio of the

thickness of the intermediate product layer and the instantaneous

diameter of the solid particle and is assumed to be a constant. This
is in contrast with Aleksandrov model where the thickness 8 of the

product layer is assumed constant throughout the process. As the
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reaction proceedes, the diameter of the solid particle continuously

decreases to reduce the reaction surface area. In this model, the

thickness of the intermediate layer is assumed also to decrease with

the solid diameter such that their ratio remains constant. Therefore

when the solid is completely consumed, only a small amount of the
intermediate product is left. A and (1) are functions of time.

Substituting these definitions, Eq. (4.21) can be rearranged to

dA s 6(1 + 213) D 1

D A c
PS

Lmo

Again defining D/Do = exp[ -E /RT] [22] as the nondimensional

coefficient of diffusion we have

dA s 6(1 + 2(3) ms A113 c=
Lmo(it 13

Ps
(4.22)

We now have two unknown functions of time ti , the

nondimensional concentration of liquid reactant in the outer melt, (1),

and the nondimensional volume of the particle of the nonmelting
reactant, A. In order to solve for the two unknowns we need another

equation. The second equation comes from the following

considerations:

At the start of reaction considering Eq. (4.16) we will have s
kmol of S, al kmol of L and by kmol of P. a is a coefficient

describing if the mixture is rich in any of the reactants. If the
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reactants are in stoichiometric ratio a = 1. Similarly b is a coefficient

showing if the initial mixture is diluted with inert product. If there
is no dilution than b = 0. For 1 mole of S we will have in the starting
mixture al /s mole of L and bpls mole of P. Therefore just as the

reaction starts, we have

ndo3 13.1

6 Ms moles of S;

ndo3 Ps
moles of P.6 Ms s

ndo3 Ps al
6 Mss moles of L; and

At any time greater than zero after the reaction starts, the moles of
S consumed are

7r Ps

6 M (d 03 d3)
S

where, d is the present diameter of the particle of S From

stoichiometry for each mole of S consumed, //s moles of L is also

consumed and p/s moles of product P is produced. Therefore the

moles of reactant L consumed and the moles of product P produced

are given by

It Ps
Ni 3 d3) and

s 6 Nis(d0 Ps
c1a

(d03 d3)
s
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Therefore, at any instant of time, the moles of S remaining in the
mixture is

nd3 Ps
6 Ms

Moles of reactant L remaining in the mixture is given as

nd o 3 Ps
6 Ms (a -1) s + nd3 Ps /

6 Ms s

and the moles of product P produced is given as

nom (b
+1)E nd3 Ps

6 M s 6 M s

Similarly the volumes of the reactants S and L and the product P at
that instant of time can be obtained by multiplying the number of
moles with the ratio of the respective molecular weights and

densities. Thus the volumes of S, L and P are given respectively as
follows:

nd3
6 '

nd 3 ps nd 3 Ps 1 1 ML[°` ) (a - 1 ) + 6 Ms si
L
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and Psritd.3
(b + 1)

7L3 p_ MP
6 Ms s 6 Mss p

Thus the molar concentration of the liquid reactant L at the outer
melt is given as

CLm
itc103 Ps 1 ird3 Ps l ML "03 Ps nd3 PsP MP

[ 6 M (a-l)s+ 6 M ] [ (b+l)s-
6

An. ]
Ss PL 6 MS " 'S' Pp

nd 3 iN / nd 3 Ps /
-K4-6`-s ( a - 1 ) +

Dividing throughout by (ndo3/6)(Ps/Ms)(//s) we have

CLm

(a-1) + (t)3

[(a-1) + (S-1)3] ML + [(b+1) +:4-1)3] 1\/131 PTdo
rL u0 t

Substituting the expression for nondimensional volume of the

nonmelting particle as before we get the expression for

concentration of L at any instant of time in the outer melt as follows

CLm
(a-1) + A

, M,
[(b +1)[(a-1) + A] = + b+1) A]

MP P

pL Pp

(4.23)

Similarly the concentration of product P in the outer melt at any

instant of time can be obtained as



Cpm =
(b+1) -A
IML r M,

[(a-1) + + [(b +1) Al
P PL Pp
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(4.24)

At the beginning of the reaction d = do and hence A = 1. Therefore,

at the initial condition the concentration of L in the outer melt is
given as

CLmo
a

aML
+ b

P P

PL Pp 1

(4.25)

Now substituting Eqs. (4.23) and (4.25) in the expression for

nondimensional concentration of L we get

[(a-1) + A] [a MI' + b M p P
1

0 CLm pi. Pp. r, = (4.26)CLmo
a { [(a-1) + A] ML + [(b+1) - A] M P p

1
}

PL Pp

Equations (4.22) and (4.26) are the two equations expressing the
concentration of the liquid reactant and the volume of the

nonmelting particle which need to be solved as functions of time in
order to get the reaction rate.

A solution of Equations (4.22) and (4.26) has been carried out
numerically for a titanium + carbon system, s= l =p =1. A standard
condition was first defined as the case in which the initial mixtures
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of titanium and carbon is stoichiometric; and there is no dilution of

the reactants with the inert product; this corresponds to a equal to 1

and b equal to 0; X is also taken to be equal to 1 and the value of 13

is taken as 0.0025 to be within the range suggested by Aleksandrov
and Korchagin [12]. The values of ML/pL, Ms/ps and Mp/pp, where

L, S, and P now represent titanium, carbon and titanium carbide
respectively, are taken from Table 1.1. Figure 4.4 shows the

computed nondimensional volume of the carbon particle and the
nondimensional concentration of titanium in the outer melt. As

expected, both A and (1). approach zero value at large time

simultaneously. Figure 4.5 gives the rate at which A and' change
for different values of p. An increase in 13 means an increase in the

thickness of the intermediate product layer. Since titanium has to

diffuse through this layer in order to continue reaction, a thicker
layer means more resistance to diffusion and thus slower reaction
rate.

Figure 4.6 shows the effect of temperature on the reaction
rate. We recall that the rate of diffusion of titanium follows the
Arrhenius law. As X increases the rate of diffusion also increases

due to increase in temperature. This increased diffusion makes the

reaction faster. This phenomena is clearly depicted in Figure 4.6.

A nonzero value of b suggests the presence of an inert diluent

in the initial reaction mixture. Assuming that this diluent is present
in the outer melt, a higher value of b will indicate a lower value of
V. This means a reduction in the driving force for titanium diffusion

through the intermediate layer. Figure 4.7 shows a plot of A and (I)
v s T for b = 0 and 0.8. It is clear from the plot that as b increases the
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rate of reaction decreases primarily due to the reduced driving
potential for titanium diffusion. As mentioned earlier, if a equals to
1, the reactants are present in a stoichiometric ratio. On the other
hand a greater than 1 represents titanium-rich case and a less than
1 represents carbon-rich case. Figures 4.8 and 4.9 represent these
results of titanium-rich and carbon-rich cases respectively. From
Figure 4.8 it can be seen that as 'a' increases, the volume of the
carbon particle reaches zero first and the concentration of titanium
reaches a constant value at this condition suggesting that the

reaction has stopped because one of the reactants (i.e., carbon) is
completely consumed. Just the opposite can be observed from
Figure 4.9. As 'a' decreases the concentration of titanium in the

outer melt reaches a zero value earlier. At that instant the volume
of the carbon particle reaches an asymptotic value suggesting that
the reaction has stopped due to the complete consumption of
titanium.

This model, addresses explicitly the reactant mixture-ratio and
the presence of an inert diluent. It also contains the size of the
nonmelting particle in its expression. The model can be easily
integrated into the overall model describing the reaction wave
propagation. One of the aspects which the model does not address is
the particle size of the melting reactant in an SHS system. Also the
model is based on the assumption that the shape of the nonmelting
particle is spherical. In the cases of dilution of the reactants with an
inert it assumes the diluent to have melted and is present with the
liquid in the outer melt. The model also does not account for phase
changes. In spite of these simplifications the model retains the
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essence of the experimentally observed physics involved in SHS

reaction mechanisms observed by Aleksandrov and Korchagin [12].
It is also more complete in describing the effects of various system

parameters. We will, therefore, adopt this model in our theoretical
work.

4.3 Adiabatic Reaction Temperature

Before solving the above equations we discuss here about the
adiabatic reaction temperatures. Suppose we start with a reacting
mixture of 1 mole of solid reactant, a mole of liquid reactant and b
mole of product given as below

S + aL + bP

We may have the following cases:

(a) If a < 1, The mixture is rich in S and the reaction equation is
given as

S+ a L + b P ----> (1-a) S+ (a+b) P

and the adiabatic reaction temperature can be calculated from the
following expression

a he
Tf,adiabatic = To + (1-a) Cps + (a+b) CpP (4.27)



7b

(b) If a > 1, the mixture is rich in the melting or liquid reactant. The

reaction equation is given as

S + aL + bP ----> (a-1) L + (b+1) P

and the adiabatic reaction temperature can be calculated from

he
Tf,adiabatic = To + (a-1) Co, + (b+1) Cpp (4.28)

For a mixture in stoichiometric proportion and with no

dilution the above relations boil down to

Tf,adiabatic = T0 + ---c-c
p

where the specific heats of the reactants and the product are

assumed to be same and constant. For non-stoichiometric mixture

ratios but with no dilution the equations boil down to

a he
Tf,adiabatic = To +

CP

Tf,adiabatic = To
he

+ a C

(rich in solid reactant)

(rich in liquid reactant)
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where again the specific heats are considered same and constant.

For mixtures with stoichiometric ratio but with different levels of
dilution the reaction temperature can be expressed as

he
Tf,adiabatic = To + (1 + b) Cp

where Cp is the constant specific heat of the product.
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CHAP'T'ER 5

NUMERICAL MODEL

5.1 Discretization of Governing Equations

The governing equations describing propagation of a reaction

front along the length of the cylindrical compact are represented by
a parabolic partial differential equation (Eq. 3.4) coupled with an
ordinary differential equation (Eq. 4.22) and an algebraic Equation

(4.26), along with the boundary and initial conditions described by

Equations (3.5a), (3.5b), (3.5c) and (3.5d). When using Aleksandrov

kinetic model the reaction propagation is described by Equations
(3.4) and (4.12) along with Equations (3.5a), (3.5b), (3.5c) and (3.5e)

describing the boundary and initial conditions. Due to high values of
both heat of reaction and activation energy, the reaction front is

relatively sharp. Within the reaction front, the solution varies

rapidly over a thin region.

For numerical formulation we first divide the computational zone

into a number of finite volume grids called cells as shown in Figure

5.1. The conservation laws are then applied to each finite volume
cell to arrive at the discretized form of the governing equations.
This is in contrast with direct finite differencing of the energy
equation. Although the discretized equations are same by either
approach, the finite volume approach makes the handling of

boundary conditions easier.
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Before proceeding further let us define the term finite-volume

connectors, Ci,j, as those which relate the fluxes between adjacent

computational cells [39]. Figure 5.2 illustrates these connections for

a generic 2-dimensional grid system. This layout is valid for any

orthogonal, 2-dimensional grid system regardless of the coordinate

system used for the analysis. Features of a specific coordinate

system such as cylindrical, polar or spherical, are implicitly included,

in the connections Ci j.

I,j

x

Figure 5.1. Control Volume Grid System for Cylindrical Coordinate.

Applying the energy conservation law to the finite-volume

computational cell i,j and writing in flux form we have

(Ti it+At -
pVi jCp

At = JT1,i-1,jt)

+ (5.1)
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where the fluxes ki,j are defined as

JT1 ,i,j = HT1 ,IJA1,j,j( T1+1 Lit) (5.2a)

HT2,i,1A2,i,j(Ti,j+1 t Tip (5.2b)

= HT1,i-1,jA 1 ,i-1,j(Ti,jt Ti-1 (5.2c)

= HT2,i,j-1 A 2,i,j_i - Ti,J 1t) (5.2d)

The subscripts i and j are used as the counting indices for the grid

system in the two coordinate directions. Subscripts 1 and 2 are the

coordinate indices in the axial and radial directions respectively.

In Equations (5.2a) through (5.2d), Hi j is the overall conductance

between two adjacent cells and are defined as

HT1 i,j
2

Axi Axi+1 2_

Ki Ki+1 + hi

HT2,i,j
2

Ax Axi+i 2
Kj Kj+1

+
h.

2

taxi 2

Ki h1-1

(5.3a)

(5.3b)

(5.3c)
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i-1

Figure 5.2. Five Point Finite Volume Connector Stencil.
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2
(5.3d)Axi_i Axi 2

Ki_1 K hj-1

where K is the thermal conductivity and h is the convective heat

transfer coefficient. For our case we will assume that there is no

convective heat transfer between adjacent cells except at the
boundary of the cylinder. The connectors are then written as

C HT1 ,i-1,jA 1,i-1 ,j

C2,i,j = HT2,i,jA2,i,j

C ,j_ =

(5.4a)

(5.4b)

(5.4c)

(5.4d)

The energy conservation equation for the finite volume

computational cell i,j can thus be written in terms of connectors as

p V,
(1-Lit+At - Lit)

At = it) 1,1(Ti,jt ,F)]

- + V iS,j (5.5)

Collecting like-terms yields



p V iJC p
t+At - Ti

At C1,i,jTi +l,jt + -1,iT i - J t

C 2,i,j-1 Ti,j-1 t [C1,1,j + Cl ,j-1,j + C2,1,j + C2,j,j-1 ]ri,jt + V j§i,j
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(5.6)

We know from Chapter 3 that for Kanury kinetic model the source
term can be expressed as

dcD

PhOdt

Where h is the enthalpy of reaction. Substituting in Eq. (5.6) we get

(T
PVi,jcp

it+At - Tip
At Ci,i,jTi+i,jt +

C1 i 1,jTi 1,jt + C2,i,jTi,j+1t +

del)
C 2,i,j-1 Ti,j-1 t + Cl ,i-1,j + C2,i,j + C2,i,j-1]Ti j V1,1 Phc dt(5.7)

Let us now define the following:

PVidCp =
1

B

+ + C2,i,j + C2,i,j-1] Dp

With these definitions Equation (5.7) can be rearranged to



Ti,jt+At = Tj,it + ({Ci jiTi+Lit + C1 i
1,jTi 1,jt + C2,i,iTi,j+1t +

DpTi -
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dc1)
phc (TO BAt (5.8)

The species conservation equation or the rate equation are

described by Equations (4.22) and (4.26) as given in Chapter 4. For a

titanium and carbon system the values of s, l and p are all equal to

one. Rewriting Equation (4.22) for titanium and carbon system and
in terms of real time t we get

aA 6(1 + 2[3) Mc D A1/3 (1) CLmo
=

at 13 Pc dot

Defining the coefficient of diffusion D as Doexp[-E/RT] as given by
Hardt [22] we have the above equation as

aA 6( 1 + 2p) MC Doexp[-E/R-r] A113 (13 CTImo

at Pc
dot

Therefore in fully discretized form we have for the i,j cell

(5.9)

ti t\i/3 t

6(1 +213) Me Doexp[-E/RT.t+At
. = (At)Alj Alj

if.
CTimo

13 PC
dot

(5.10)
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[0_0 A.t+et] [a MTi MTiC

t+,6,t= PTi PTiC (5.11)
A iit+,6,1 - t+,,t] MTiC

a +[(a-1) MTi + [(b+1)
PTi PTiC

jt+At
+ 11.-rrn

-r
1,1,j I i+1,jt + Cl ,i-1,jTi-1,jt + +

DpT Vi,j p h
43, it+At

At
} BAt (5.12)

Equations (5.10), (5.11) and (5.12) are the discretized form of the

governing equations applied to each finite volume cell of the

computational zone using Kanury kinetic model.

The complete set of discretized equations when using

Aleksandrov kinetic model are given similarly as

T. jt+At

02,i,j- 1 T

ilijt+At =

+ {[C1,1,JT ,it + + C2,i,jTi,j+1 t +

t+At t

Dp
j

At
iVi p he } BAt (5.13)

(At)ka exp[-E/(RTip] jt m /m +1 (5.14)
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Equations (5.13) and (5.14) form the complete set of

descritized equations using Aleksandrov kinetic model.

5.2 Boundary Conditions

The connectors developed for the finite-volume equations
provide a convenient, flexible and powerful mechanism to set

boundary conditions of any type [391. The reason that it is so

powerful is that one can manipulate a variety of parameters within
the construction of the overall transfer coefficient, Hi,j, and the

source term, Si j'", to account for a desired effect.

In transport processes we normally encounter two types of

boundary conditions: namely the Dirichlet condition by which the
variables such as temperature takes a prescribed value on the

boundary; and the Neumann Condition by which gradient of the
variable is prescribed on the boundary. In handling the prescribed

temperature boundary condition the temperature must be specified
at the cell surface. Referring to Figure 5.3 we know that the

influence of the boundary temperature, TB on the temperature T1 is

incorporated into the computations through the overall transport

coefficient at the boundary, HB. This coefficient is defined as

HB
2

AxB O x 1 2
Le--r.E3

+
K1 hB

(5.15)

where hB is surface heat transfer coefficient and is applied between

the boundary temperature, TB, and the actual cell surface. In such a
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situation, TB would be the ambient temperature or temperature of

the environment and hB is the convective transfer coefficient. In the

above coefficient the boundary temperature, TB, is assumed to be at

the center of the boundary cell which has thermal conductivity, KB .

If the boundary temperature is assumed to be at the cell surface as

shown in the figure 5.3, the overall transport coefficient would be

HB
Axi 2
Ki hB

2
(5.16)

Since computationally, we want to develop a logical procedure that
treats all connections the same once we get into the number

crunching phase of the computer program, we have to make

equation (5.15) to be equivalent to equation (5.16). This can be done

in two alternating ways

setting AxB = 0

setting KB = a big number 1030

The second alternative is preferred since it is compatible with

irregular boundary logic and also we have to specify thermal

conductivity of each cell anyway.

In order to handle prescribed flux boundary conditions, such as

the cases in insulated or peripheral heat loss boundary conditions,

we are going to proceed by absorbing the flux into the source term,

S if, and setting the boundary connections to zero or some small
number. This may appear to be contrary to the physics at the

boundary since a zero overall heat transfer coefficient at the
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boundary implies zero heat flux. However we know that we have
not zeroed the flux, we have merely shifted it, letting the source

term partially play the role of a flux. To implement this procedure,

we need to find a way to zero the boundary connection in a

systematic way. Referring again to Figure 5.3, we have the general

overall heat transfer coefficient at the boundary given by equation

(5.15). In order to make the boundary connector zero we have to
make HB

A X
B x2

T
1

T2

K1 2

hB JB

AB

HB

Ji
Al
H1

Figure 5.3. Finite Volume Boundary Cell Stencil.

equal to zero. We could set HB 0 by either of the following actions:

setting

setting

KB = a small number = 10-30

hB = a small number = 10-30
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The first option is the best approach since we need a value of
thermal conductivity at all cells anyway, and using the film

coefficient would require additional logic. Moreover in our study we
assume no convection between adjacent cells except at the

boundary. Therefore, the procedure for implementing the

prescribed flux boundary condition is to set the thermal

conductivity at the boundary as KB = 10-30 and absorbing the

boundary flux inside the source term by defining

Ju-=

where 8i j'" is the modified source term. If the flux is zero and there

is no internal generation than = 0.

We note that all of our boundary conditions are prescribed flux

conditions, three of them being zero flux and the fourth one being
heat loss from the periphery of the cylindrical sample. Therefore,

the complete numerical formulation consists of the discretized form

of the energy conservation equation given by Equation (5.12) and

discretized form of the two equations describing the reaction rates

given by Equations (5.10) and (5.11). The discretization was done in
an explicit formulation. Since the temperature and concentration

gradients near the reaction front is very steep a very small time
step is needed which is much below the maximum stable time step

required by the stability criteria, hence justifying the use of an
explicit formulation.
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A computer program was written in FORTRAN to solve the

discretized equations and is listed in Appendix A. The code was run

in a VAX (FPS) computer at the Oregon State University computer

center running with a VMS operating system. The results obtained

by running the code are presented in Chapter 7.

5.3 Input Parameters

An important internal parameter of the program is the size of
the grids or the cells. This value is chosen to correspond to the
physical system being modeled. The powders used during our

experiments were, titanium of -200 mesh and carbon graphite of

325 mesh which correspond to 74 and 44 microns respectively. In
order for the titanium carbide reaction to occur, a particle of

titanium and carbon both must be present in the cell. For this

reason the grid size was taken to be 118 microns. The effect of
reacting particle sizes on the propagation speed may be obtained by

changing the grid size.

The explicit solution is stable if the following stability criteria

is met

max f 2BAtDp I 1

where B and Dp are already defined earlier. B and Dp contain the

properties and the grid sizes. For every run the program itself
calculates the maximum stable time step required for the purpose

of stability. A typical value is 0.006 sec. Thus to ensure stability the
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time step has to be less than 0.006 sec. Since the continuous time

variable is approximated as a series of discretized intervals, the

smaller the time interval the better the approximation. Several test

cases with the standard conditions were run with different time

steps and the results are plotted in Figure 5.4. From the plot it is

clear that the result does not change noticeably once the time step is

reduced below 0.00001 sec. Therefore for our computer calculations

we used a time step of 0.000005 seconds.

From the experiments it is observed that the compact

increases in volume after reaction. The swelling is found to be

mainly in the axial direction. Examining the quenched samples it

was clear that the swelling occurred after reaction, may be due to
outgassing. In the model this swelling effect is incorporated by

using variable grid size. The grid size in the product zone was
appropriately changed to accommodate the swelling. The results
obtained were not noticeably different than using constant grid

sizes.

Another issue is the effect of melting of the titanium. From the

study of the reaction mechanism it is concluded that the reaction

starts only after titanium melts. The melting works as a heat sink,
reducing the amount of energy available to be transported to the

next layer. The heat of fusion of titanium is 323.6 J/g which is

approximately 10% of the enthalpy of reaction. The value of Cp of

titanium is not found to vary significantly above about 1200 K. Thus

melting is not assumed to effect Cp. Thus the only effect melting has
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is to act as a heat sink. This is easily installed in the model by
multiplying enthalpy of reaction by appropriate coefficient.

Other constant kinetic parameters used in the program are
given in Table 5.1. The values of activation energy, enthalpy of
reaction and diffusional preexponential factor are reported by Hardt
and Phung [22] and are used when using Kanury kinetic model.
Preexponential factor ko is used in Aleksandrov kinetic model. The
value of ko is chosen such that the propagation speed for standard

condition gives same value for both kinetic models. This is done in
order to compare the trends given by the two kinetic models.

Table 5.1. Values of Constant Input Parameters.

Parameters Numerical Values

Activation Energy, E

Enthalpy of Reaction, he

Pre-exponential Factor, ko

Diffusional pre-exponential factor,

138,000 J/mole

3,082 J/gm

3.25 x 105 1/sec

Do 2.04 x 10-3 cm2/sec
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CHAPTER 6

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

6.1 Experimental Apparatus

An experimental investigation was carried out to measure the
variation of the self-propagating reaction wave as affected by

various system parameters during the combustive synthesis of

titanium carbide. Efforts are also made to experimentally identify
conditions of quenching due to excess reactants and to dilution with

an inert. Figure 6.1 shows a photograph of the experimental setup.

A schematic of the setup is shown in Figure 6.2.

6.1.1 Reaction Chamber

The reaction chamber consists of a 5 mm thick glass bell jar of
base diameter 0.61 m and height 0.61 m mounted on a stainless

steel base. The bell jar could be easily removed from the base.
During an experiment the bell jar can be put in position with a
rubber gasket layered with a thin layer of high vacuum grease on
the steel base, in order to make the chamber leakproof while
vacuuming and during subsequent synthesis. The base is provided

with two leads for electrical connections from outside to supply

power to the heating coils from the power source. The chamber has

eight port openings of which two are used to lead thermocouple

wires. One port is used to connect a pressurized argon gas cylinder
to provide the inert atmosphere during synthesis. All the unused



Figure 6.1 Photograph of the Experimental Set-up.
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ports were sealed with high-temperature epoxy. The chamber is

connected with a CENCO HYVAC 7 vacuum pump with a rated motor

horse power of 0.33 hp. The pump has a capacity of pumping 35
liter/min at a pressure of 1 millitor. The rated speed of the pump is

525 rpm. The reaction chamber is also connected with CENCO

thermocouple vacuum gage, adjusted and calibrated for immediate

use from the company. The gage is capable of measuring pressures

in the range of 1 to 1,000 militorr. In about 30 minutes running
time of the vacuum pump during a typical experiment, the vacuum

pressure gage shows a pressure of less than 200 militorr.

6.1.2 Ignition Coils

In order to ignite the powder compact, heating coils made of
tungsten were used. The high melting point of tungsten is its main

advantage. The coils are manufactured and supplied by R. D. Mathis
Co., Long Beach, California. Coil wire diameter was 0.102 cm. A
nomograph of the heating coil as supplied by the manufacturer
suggests that to obtain a temperature of 2,700 °C, a current of 65
amps at 24 Volts is to be supplied to a coil of 0.102 cm wire
diameter. Two sizes of coil, one with a diameter of 1.27 cm and the
other with 2.22 cm, were used for samples with different diameters.

6.1.3 Power Supply

Energy was supplied to the ignition coil by a power source
named Sureweld, model S409794, manufactured by Chemetron

Corporation. The machine could be used for both AC and DC modes.

The voltage rating for both the modes was 25 Volts. The current
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rating was 40-150 Amps for DC mode and 60-180 Amps for AC
mode. The input power to the heating coil could be controlled by
controlling the current supplied.

6.1.4 Data Acquisition System
The main data acquisition system consisted of the following: (1)

One DT 2805 data acquisition board used as interface between the
computer and the thermocouple screw terminal board. (2) One DT
707-T screw terminal panel for connecting thermocouple lead wires.
(3) An IBM XT personal computer with one 20 megabyte hard disk

and one 640 kilobyte floppy disk drive.

The frequency range of the board was 25-13000 Hz. A computer

program written in BASIC, as listed in Appendix A was developed

using the subroutines for the DT 2805 board for the temperature
data acquisition.

6.1.5 Thermocouples

Because of the high temperature, in excess of 3,000 °K, expected
during the synthesis of titanium carbide Type C thermocouple is

used. One leg of Type C thermocouple is tungsten-5% rhenium and
the other leg is tungsten-26% rhenium. Tungsten-rhenium alloy is

used customarily because of the inherent brittleness of unalloyed
tungsten. Both the thermocouples and the extension wires were

supplied by OMEGA engineering, Inc. This thermocouple can be used

upto 2,760 0C in hydrogen or inert gas atmosphere and in a vacuum.

The diameter of the thermocouple wire used was 0.0254 cm. The
error for temperature reading suggested by the manufacturer are
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±4.44 0C for the range 0-427 0C and ±1% for the range 427-2316 0C.

Because of the high cost of the thermocouples, extension grade wire

were used to connect the thermocouples with the data acquisition
board. Thermocouple beads were made with the help of Hot Spot TC

welder made by DCC Corporation. Thermocouples were calibrated

with ice water and boiling water before every experiment.

6.1.6 Heat Treatment of the Compacts
Figure 6.3 shows the schematic of the heat treatment equipment.

The setup consist of a vacuum chamber, inside which the samples

are placed for heat treatment, connected to a vacuum pump and
vacuum pressure gage. The chamber sits inside a furnace
(Thermolyne 1500 Furnace with the model no F-D1525M). This
furnace operates with a single phase 120 V power outlet. It has a
heating space of 11.43 cm x 11.43 cm x 22.86 cm. It can be used for

a continuous heating of upto 1,200 0C. The vacuum chamber was

constructed out of a stainless steel tube 23 cm long and 7.275 cm
inside diameter with a wall thickness of 0.34 cm. One end of the
tube was closed by welding a circular stainless steel plate of

thickness 0.5 cm. The open end of the tube is attached with a

1.95 cm thick flange. The chamber can be closed with a matched
flange connected to the vacuum pump and a pressure gage with the

help of a T shaped, 1.9 cm od stainless steel tube. A 0.2 cm thick

copper gasket ring is used to make the system air tight. Copper
gaskets used are capable to withstand a continuous working

temperature of 500 °C.
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6.1.7 Weight Measurements

The measurements of weights of the initial powder and samples

before and after synthesis were made with a common precision

analytical balance made by the Christian Becker Division of the

Torsion Balance Company. The style and model number of the
balance was AB-4 and A14118 respectively. A minimum weight of

0.1 mg could be measured with the balance.

6.2 Experimental Procedure

The two reactant powders, titanium and graphite, were first

measured in chosen mass proportions and then thoroughly mixed.

The powders were first mixed with the help of a mortar and pistol

in order to break any coagulated chunk. The mixture was then put

in a glass bottle of diameter 23 cm and height 46 cm and shaked for

about 30 minutes to ensure good mixing of the powders before
compressing. The mixture was then cold-pressed into a cylindrical

green compact. Titanium powder used was furnished by OREMET

and had a mesh size of -200, which corresponds to particle size

below 74 The graphite powder used was bought from ALFA

products and had a nominal mesh size of -325, which corresponds to

particle size less than 44 lam .

The mixture was compressed with a hydraulic press capable of

applying 20 tons of co-axial load on a one square inch surface.
Stainless steel dies and plungers of various diameters, ranging from

8 mm to 20 mm, were used to compress the initial mixture. A

floating die technique as shown in Figure 6.4 was used to reduce the
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stress concentration on one end of the sample. In this technique two

plungers are used instead of one. Initially the die is held in position
with the help of some external support, while the whole system
rests on the bottom plunger. After applying some pressure the

external supports are taken off. Now applying load from the top
allows the die also to move thus reducing the concentration of
stresses on the lower end of the sample. In preparing every sample

a prespecified amount of load is applied to obtain the desired initial

density of the sample. Once the pressing is complete, the bottom
plunger is removed. The die with the top plunger is placed over a
hollow cylinder. Pressure is then applied to the top plunger which
ejects the sample from the die.

After measuring and weighing the samples, two holes are

carefully drilled longitudinally on the sample at same radial

locations (2 mm from the axis) diametrically opposite to each other.
The holes were big enough to allow insertion of the thermocouple.

The green compacts are then subjected to heat treatment. The
main purpose of the heat treatment was to remove the volatile

impurities present in the initial samples. Without heat treatment it

was possible to ignite the sample, but the reaction wave did not
propagate all the way through the sample. The reaction stopped

because of breaking off of the sample due to violent evolution of the
gases. The samples were baked in the heat treatment setup

described above in vacuum for more than five hours at 500 °C
before synthesis to remove bulk of these volatile impurities.
Kecskes [28] experimentally found that the samples needed to be
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vacuum treated at about 500 °C in order to remove the adsorved H2

on the surface of titanium powder. Other volatile impurities could

be removed at a lower temperature. Experiments carried out after

heat treatment at 350 °C also resulted in samples blown apart due
to outgassing.

After heat treatment, the samples are allowed to cool inside the

chamber under vacuum. The cooled sample is then placed vertically
in the combustion chamber with the thermocouples entering

through the bottom as shown in the schematic diagram in Figure
6.2. Thermocouple beads were placed at distances of 5 mm and 12
mm from the bottom surface leaving a longitudinal gap of 7 mm
between them. This placed the top thermocouple about 8 mm from
the upper surface ensuring it to be below the zone of initial

transient behavior that is expected near the top during ignition.

The chamber was then evacuated and refilled with argon gas to
maintain an inert environment at atmospheric pressure. Energy was
then supplied to the ignition coil. This coil was placed in every
experiment about 5-6 mm above the sample, to apply mainly
radiant flux on the top surface and also to allow adequate room for

longitudinal expansion of the sample during synthesis. A DC mode

was used to supply energy and current was set at 65 Amps and 24
Volts. In a typical experiment it would take 10-15 seconds for the
reaction to initiate. Data acquisition system was turned on

concurrently with the power source. Continuous reading of the data
from the two thermocouples were recorded till the end of the

reaction. The frequency used to read the data was 400 Hz. From the
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temperature history of the two thermocouples, the difference in

time at which the reaction front reaches the two locations are

determined. The speed of the reaction wave was then determined
by dividing the known distance between the two thermocouple
locations by this time difference. Time differences were taken at

1,500 0K, 2,000 OK, 2,500 OK and 3,000 OK. Speeds were measured at

all four of the above criteria. An average of all the four values were
taken as the observed data.
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CHAPTER 7

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this chapter results obtained from experiments and

numerical calculations are presented. Section 7.1 deals with the
computed temperature distribution of the reacting compact, both as
a function of time and position. Effect of various parameters on the

SHS reaction wave propagation speed is discussed in Section 7.2. In
the first three subsections, containing effects of stoichiometry,

dilution with product and sample diameter, experimental results are

first presented followed by comparison of the experimental results
with those obtained from theory. In Subsection 7.2.4 we present
only experimental results for the effect of initial sample density on

the propagation speed. In the last two subsections of this section, i.e,

Section 7.2.5 and 7.2.6, only theoretical results are presented for the
effects of initial temperature and thermal conductivity since no
experiments were performed for these.

In Section 7.3 variation of reaction temperatures as a function

of different parameters and the effect of reaction temperature on
speed is presented. Section 7.4 deals with the experimentally

obtained effect of parameters on the final density of the product
and finally in Section 7.5 result of x-ray diffraction analysis of the
product is presented.
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7.1 Temperature Distribution Analysis

Figure 7.1 shows the calculated temperature profile with

Kanury kinetic model along the axis of the sample under standard
conditions. Table 7.1 gives the standard values of the properties.
The values of the constant kinetic parameters and the property

values of titanium, carbon and titanium carbide, which are used in
the calculation, are given in Table 5.1 and Table 1.1 respectively.

Four distinct zones can be identified from the figure: (i) the reactant

zone consisting of the mixture of titanium and carbon powders at

the initial conditions, (ii) the warm or preheat zone which
includes the depth upto which the thermal effect of the reaction is

felt, (iii) the reaction zone, where the high temperature reactions

take place, and (iv) the product zone through which the SHS wave
has already passed and the reactants are converted into products. It

is evident that the temperature rises steeply at the reaction front
and the reaction occurs at a well defined thin region. Figure 7.2
shows the computed temperature history of three locations along

the axis of the sample again under standard conditions. As the
reaction front moves to a particular location its temperature
increases rapidly to a maximum value and then decreases to a

constant value after some fluctuations. The peak temperature
attained, about 4,100 °K, corresponds to the end of reaction. The
temperature then gradually decreases to a constant value of

3,370 °K which is close to the reaction temperatures reported in the

literature [8,16] for titanium and carbon reaction. This phenomenon
of attaining a maximum temperature and then decreasing to a
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constant value is generally not observed in gas phase combustion. It
is attributed to the high ignition temperature and high volumetric
heat capacity of the solid reactants. The decrease in temperature is

Table 7.1. Numerical values of the parameters at

standard conditions.

Parameters Numerical Values

Sample diameter 1.6 cm

Mixture thermal Conductivity 0.0167 J/(cm sec K)

Sample density 2.5 g/cm3

Initial temperature 300.0 °K

Mixture ratio Stoichiometric

Product dilution None

due to the fact that the reaction zone occupies only one

computational cell and that the adjacent forward cell in the warm-
up zone did not yet reach the ignition condition. The decrease in
temperature is the result of energy transfer from the reacted cell to

the adjacent forward cell in order to elevate it to ignition condition.
All the three curves of Figure 7.2 show nearly identical patterns
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suggesting that a steady state of wave propagation has been

achieved. In fact, the wave attains a steady propagation speed quite
quickly following ignition at the top surface. The steady speed of
wave propagation is calculated by dividing the known distance
between two locations by the difference in time for these two
locations to attain peak temperatures. Figure 7.3 shows the

computed temperature profile along the axis of the sample at three
different time. The times are chosen such that they correspond to
the times at which the three locations shown in Figure 7.2 reaches
maximum temperature. By defining a non-dimensional time as

(t to) u /( x x 0 ), where to and x0 are the time and axial location

respectively at which the reaction wave is found to achieve steady
state, all the three graphs of Figure 7.2 can be seen to collapse
together showing a single peak value at a single non-dimensional

time. This result is presented in Figure 7.4. In a similar manner by
defining a non-dimensional axial distance as (x-xo ) /(u( t- to )) the

three graphs of Figure 7.3 are seen to collapse together as shown in

Figure 7.5. Figures 7.4 and 7.5 confirm that the reaction wave has
attained steady state. In fact calculations for every case was

stopped when the reaction front reaches 1 cm from the top surface.
This is done because the propagation speed already attains steady

state value before reaching 1 cm from the top surface. The x-axes of
these two figures are just inverse of one another. By changing the

nondimensional axial distance in Figure 7.5 to nondimensional time
by simply in versing their values and plotting them along with the
three graphs of Figure 7.4 we can observe the similarity in the
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trends of the temperatures in the preheat zone with those near the
ignition conditions. These combined graphs are presented in Figure

7.6

Figure 7.7 shows the temperatures at two locations with time as
given by the two thermocouples in a typical experiment. Both the
thermocouples show constant readings after reaching about

3,500 °K. This indicates that the upper limit of the temperature

range of the thermocouples is exceeded. The figure clearly shows a

rapid increase in temperature for both locations indicating the

arrival of the reaction front at those locations. Since no data was
recorded below 1000 °K, the preheating is shown qualitatively by

the dashed lines in the figure. Figure 7.8 shows the calculated

degree of conversion with time for three axial locations. The rate of
conversion initially increases exponentially due to the Arrhenius

term and decreases near the end due to the decrease of both

concentration of titanium in the outer melt and the reaction surface
area.

7.2 Effects of Parameters on Propagation Speed
In all the experiments performed and the numerical

calculations carried out, all conditions other than the property under

scrutiny are kept constant at the standard values given in Table 7.1.

7.2.1 Stoichiometry

The effect of the supply mixture ratio of titanium and

carbon powders on the propagation speed as obtained from the
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experiments are presented in Figure 7.9. At every mole ratio a

number of experiments were performed in order to see the

repeatability of the results. At each point some scattering in the

data is observed. We believe that this scattering is mainly due to
the unavoidable nonuniformity in the mixing of the reactant

powders. The best estimate of the data at each point and the error
bar for a 90% confidence on the best estimate at each point is

performed (see Appendix D). The firm lines shown in Figure 7.9 are
the best fit curves passing through the data points (see Appendix E).
Two different equations are found to best fit the titanium rich and
carbon rich cases. The least square curve fit is done to compare the
experimental data later with the theoretical results.

A comparison of the experimental data with those obtained
from numerical calculations are presented in Figure 7.10. The

experimental data points are replaced by the fitted curves in this

figure. The dashed lines are calculated results obtained with two
different kinetic models. The general trend of the experimental
results are in excellent agreement with the calculated results. The
slope of the curve of the calculated results is found to be smaller for
the titanium rich case than carbon rich case. Since the specific heat

and thermal conductivity of the mixture are kept constant for all

the cases during calculations, it is the molecular weight of the excess

reactant which is responsible for this difference. If the reactants are
present in the stoichiometric proportions, all the reactants are

converted into product upon reaction under the constraint only of
thermochemical equilibrium. But if either of the reactants is in
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excess in the initial mixture, that excess amount is not converted
into product. While not contributing to energy release, the excess
reactant does absorb some of the released energy of reaction to

reduce the maximum attained temperature. This, in turn, reduces
the speed at which the reaction propagates. The variation in the
propagation speed is obtained by appropriately changing the factor
'a' in the kinetic model described in chapter 4, while keeping the
kinetic parameters constant. According to the calculated results the

reaction ceases altogether for a mixture containing more than 1.7

moles of titanium or less than 0.6 moles of titanium per mole of
carbon. Experimentally these quenching conditions were obtained as

more than 1.6 moles of titanium and less than 0.6 moles of titanium

per mole of carbon. Results obtained using Aleksandrov and

Korchagin kinetic model also suggest quenching to occur at less than
0.6 moles of titanium per mole of carbon. But this model could not
be used for titanium rich cases as discussed earlier in Chapter 4.

7.2.2 Dilution with Product

Figure 7.11 shows the experimentally obtained results of

propagation speed as a function of dilution with the product, i.e., TiC
which is presumed inert. Dilution is presented as percentage of

weight of the reacting mixture ((wt. of TiC)/[wts. of (C+Ti+TiC)] }. The

firm line passing through the scattered data points represent the
best fit curve (see Appendix E). In Figure 7.12 we compare the
experimental and calculated effect of dilution results. The dashed
lines represent the calculated results obtained by using both the
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Kanury kinetic model and Aleksandrov and Korchagin kinetic model.

The firm line represents the best fit curve of the experimental
values. Both the calculated and experimental results show the

expected trend. The effect of dilution is the reduction of the
maximum temperature because the diluent act as a heat sink, and
also, the total energy released per unit mass of the initial mixture is

reduced. Addition of inert titanium carbide leads to a progressive
reduction in the reaction wave propagation speed and the eventual

failure of the combustion. Kanury kinetic model predicts that the

addition of 30 percent by weight of titanium carbide leads to

effective failure of combustion. Aleksandrov and Korchagin kinetic
model predicts the failure at 40 percent by weight of TiC.

Experimentally, failure is observed with the addition of 27.5 percent
by weight of TiC. The samples with 27.5 percent by weight of TiC
could be ignited but the reaction quenched part way through the
samples. Agreement between Kanury kinetic model and

experiments are excellent. Aleksandrov and Korchagin kinetic model

predicts higher speed and larger quenching condition.

7.2.3 Diameter of the Compact

An increase in the sample diameter decreases the ratio of the
surface area to volume so as to make lateral heat loss progressively
less significant compared to the volumetric heat generation. The

effect of heat loss is to reduce the propagation speed below that
under adiabatic conditions. Ultimately an asymptotic value of the
sample diameter is reached above which there is no effect of lateral
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heat loss on the propagation speed. This asymptotic propagation

speed is analogous to the adiabatic flame speed. On the other hand,

decreasing the diameter will lead to a decreased value of the

propagation speed because of progressively increasing heat loss,

ultimately a critical diameter is reached below which the wave
ceases to propagate altogether. The effect of diameter on

propagation speed is shown in Figure 7.13. The calculations have

been carried out for standard cases with constant kinetic

parameters. From the theoretical calculations and the experimental

results, shown as scattered points in the graph, it is evident that

there is insignificant effect of heat loss on propagation speed for all

sample diameters above 8 mm. According to the calculations, heat

loss effect starts to show once the sample diameter reaches about

1 mm. The quenching diameter is calculated to be 0.1 mm which is

obviously quite small to be of any practical consequence. During the

experiments we could not go below diameter of 8 mm due to

problems in preparing the samples and making holes in them for
thermocouples.

The convective heat transfer coefficient measured in our

calculations, in a way discussed in Chapter 2, varies between 0.002

to 0.0045 W/(cm2 K). Propagation speeds were also calculated with

various constant value of convective heat transfer coefficients for

samples of diameters 2 mm and 8 mm. Results are presented in

Figure 7.14. The loss due to radiation is also included in the

calculations. For a sample of diameter 2 mm, the reaction

quenches altogether when the heat transfer coefficient exceeds
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0.8 8W/(c m2 K), a value quite high compared to typical natural
convective heat transfer coefficient. The results obtained are

consistent with Boddington's [21] result for a one-dimensional

model of tungsten + potassium dichromate mixture. As expected, the

quenching heat transfer coefficient for eight mm diameter sample is

found to be much higher. Because of the insignificant effect of radial

heat loss, the propagation wave is expected to be planar which was

also confirmed by numerical calculations. Therefore, comparing the

computed results with those obtained by experiment with

thermocouples inserted at a radial distance of 2 mm from the axis is

expected to introduce very little error.

As the diameter of the sample decreases, heat loss from the
periphery of the sample is found to affect the temperature

distribution in the product zone but not the propagation speed. This
can be seen in Figure 7.15 where the calculated reaction

temperature is plotted against the sample diameter. The firm line is

the temperature at the axis and the dashed line is the temperature

averaged over the cross-section of the sample at any axial location.

The axial temperature profile for samples with three different

diameters are also presented in Figure 7.16. These results clearly

show the increasing effect of heat loss on the product zone as the
diameter decreases.

7.2.4. Initial Density

Effect of sample initial density on propagation speed is shown
in Figure 7.17. The scattered points represent the data obtained
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from experiments. The firm line represents a least square curve fit

of the data (see Appendix E). Samples with initial densities ranging

from 1.59 gm/cm3 to 2.75 gm/cm3 were used. These two extreme

conditions correspond to about 42% to 73% of the maximum density

of 3.75 gm/cm3 that an initial sample can be compressed to. Results

show the propagation speed to attain a maximum value between 2.1

g m/c m3 and 2.2 gm/cm3 which correspond to 56% to 59% of
theoretical density. Below this density, the speed is found to

increase as density of the sample increases and above this the speed

is found to decrease as density increases. Within this range the

results are in excellent qualitative agreement with the results

reported by Rice et. al. [27]. But our results contradict those

reported by Kottke and Niiler [29] who show that the speed of the
propagation continuously increases as the density increases.

Eslamloo-Grami and Munir [59] in their work with titanium nitride

showed that the combustion wave velocity decreases as the density

increases from 45% to 70% relative density of titanium carbide. The

trend shown in Figure 7.17 is attributed to the following inverse

effects of density on propagation speed: (1) increased density

increases the volumetric heat capacity which reduces the speed,

(2) increased density increases the thermal conductivity which

increases the speed. We did not perform numerical calculations on

the effect of initial density on propagation speed because of not
having in hand a clear functional relationship between thermal

conductivity and density.



(a) (b)

Figure 7.18 Photograph of Synthesized Products.
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During the experiments, it was observed that samples with

initial density lower than 2.0 gm/cm3 after synthesis would give a

product broken up into layers as shown clearly in the photograph

(a) in Figure 7.18. On the other hand samples with density higher

than 2.0 gm/cm3 would produce an integral product cylinder

(although slightly expanded) as shown in photograph (b) in Figure
7.18.

7.2.5. Initial Temperature

The effect of initial temperature of the sample on the

propagation speed is numerically calculated and is shown in Figure

7.19. In the SHS, the effect of temperature on reaction rate is taken

to follow an Arrehnius exponential law; thus a higher temperature

of the reactants will mean a shorter ignition delay in the preheating

process and a faster wave propagation. The results clearly show the

exponential dependence of speed on initial temperature.

7.2.6. Thermal Conductivity

Figure 7.20 indicates the effect of mixture thermal conductivity

on the computed propagation speed of reaction. The effects of the
particle size and density is embedded in the effect of thermal

conductivity on the propagation speed. A larger particle size in a

compact of similar density will have less particle to particle surface

contact area, hence lower overall thermal conductivity, leading to a

smaller reaction wave speed. This is not surprising, for conduction

of energy to preheat the solid is a prerequisite for propagation. The

predicted dependence of speed on K agrees well qualitatively with
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the square root dependence of reaction speed on thermal

conductivity as discussed in the order of magnitude analysis. An
increased density of the sample on the other hand increases the
particle to particle contact surface area and thus increases the

effective thermal conductivity.

7.3. Reaction Temperature

Effect of initial temperature on the calculated overall reaction

temperature of the system is shown in Figure 7.21. The relation is

found to be linear as expected from the discussion in Chapter 4.

Calculated reaction temperatures are also plotted as functions of

different mole ratio and dilution with product and are found to
follow the expected trend. The results are shown in Figures 7.22 and
7.23. In Figure 7.24 propagation speed is plotted against various
calculated reaction temperatures. This result compares well

qualitatively with the results reported for flames in premixed gases

[38], except that flame speed rises much faster as the flame

temperature increases for gases. Dissociation reactions at higher

temperatures are believed to be responsible for this increase. The
results obtained are in excellent agreement with the order of

magnitude analysis discussed in Chapter 3.

All the foregoing items discussed are influential on the reaction

wave propagation speed. The following section deals with the final

density of the sample as affected by different parameters, which is
an outcome of the synthesis process.
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7.4 Final Density

As discussed earlier in Section 2.2 Holt[19] showed that if no

densification takes place during combustion, then a 100% dense

cold-pressed compact would give a final product whose density will
be 76% of the theoretical final density, P th ,of titanium carbide,

which is 4.95 gm/cm3. During the synthesis process, swelling of
the initial samples was observed in every experiment. After each
experiment, the volume and the final density, p f, of the TiC product

was determined by measuring the length, diameter and mass of the

product. The measurements showed no significant change in the

value of the diameter. All the samples were found to expand in the

longitudinal direction only.

The results are presented in terms of percentage of the
theoretical final density, P th (=4.95 gm/cm3). Calculations are done

according to the formula (p f/p th)x100, where p f and p th are as

discussed above. Theoretical initial density is defined as the

maximum possible density of a stoichiometric mixture of titanium

and carbon powders that can be obtained. The value of theoretical

initial density is 3.75 gm/cm3. In none of the experiments we were
able to obtain a final density higher than about 45% of the

theoretical final density. Figure 7.25 shows that the final density, as

expected, increases from about 35% to 40% of theoretical final

density upon an increase in the initial density from 2.25 gm/cm3 to

2.75 gm/cm3, which corresponds to 60% to 75% of the theoretical
initial density of the mixture. This is expected because a sample

with higher initial density will have less trapped gases and thus will
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have less outgassing during the combustion. Figure 7.26 gives the
final density for various mole ratios of the initial mixture. The
percent theoretical final density is found to increase for both

titanium rich and carbon rich cases. This may be because in

nonstoichiometric mixtures, the excess reactant does not participate
in the reaction process and hence does not contribute to the

expansion of the sample, which we think is mainly due to outgassing

of the gaseous reaction products. The effect of diluting the initial
mixture with the inert product on the final density is shown in
Figure 7.27. The final density increases from about 36% of
theoretical final density to about 46% of theoretical final density in

response to diluting the mixture from 0 to 25% by weight with TiC.

The density of the final product is also found to increase as the

sample diameter decreases as shown in Figure 7.28.. This is again

attributed to the less trapped gases in a sample of smaller diameter.

7.5 X-Ray Diffraction Analysis

In order to confirm the product of reaction, x-ray diffraction

analysis is performed on various samples . The analyses were
carried out in the Department of Chemistry at Oregon State

University. Table 7.2 [60] gives for calibration, the largest
interplanar spacing for titanium, carbon (graphite) and titanium

carbide.

The results of the x-ray diffraction analysis are presented in

terms of two-theta spacing. Figure 7.29 gives the analysis for a
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product made from stoichiometric mixture of titanium and carbon.

The two strong lines are found at two-theta equals to 36.00 and

41.80 which correspond to d-spacings of 2.50 and 2.16. From Table

7.2 these are the two strongest lines for TiC, thus confirming the

product to be TiC.

Table 7.2 Largest interplanar spacing for Ti, C and TiC [60].

Specimen Interplanar spacing

Ti 2.24, 2.56, 2.34

C 3.36, 1.68, 2.03

TiC 2.16, 2.50, 1.53
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSIONS, LIMITATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

8.1 Conclusions

The propagation speed of reaction wave during the self-

propagating high-temperature synthesis of titanium carbide was
obtained both by a two-dimensional numerical model and by
experiments. In the numerical calculations two different kinetic

models describing reactions involving solids were used. The effect of

Lateral heat loss was found to be insignificant on the propagation

speed within the practical range of the sample diameter. Therefore

the radial conduction term in the energy equation could have been

safely ignored and the problem can be treated as one-dimensional.

Conditions at which the reaction wave does not propagate in a

self-supporting manner were identified for titanium rich and carbon

rich cases and also for the case of dilution with the product. From

the experimental results the reaction wave was found to quench for

a Ti/C mole ratio of more than 1.6 and less than 0.6. Quenching was

also obtained for dilution of the initial mixture with 27.5% by
weight of TiC.

The variations of propagation speed due to the variations of

system parameters were obtained. From the experimental work,

speeds were found to vary from about 0.95 cm/sec for

stoichiometric conditions to about 0.25 cm/sec near the quenching
conditions.

Theoretical calculations of propagation speed with the Kanury
kinetic model were found to be in better agreement with the
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experimental results than with Aleksandrov kinetic model. Results

were also found to agree well with the qualitative trends discussed

from an order of magnitude analysis. Four different correlation

equations relating the speed, obtained from experiment, with initial

sample density, titanium rich mixture, carbon rich mixture and

dilution with product are obtained and presented in Appendix E.

During the synthesis, the samples were found to expand. The

expansion was found to be only in the longitudinal direction. Hence

the final product obtained was highly porous. This porosity varied

with the variation of different system parameters but the final

density was never found to exceed 50% of the theoretical final

density of titanium carbide.

Initial samples were needed to be vacuum-heat-treated at about

500 °C in order to get rid of the volatile impurities present in the

initial mixture. Without heat treatment the reaction wave did not

propagate due to the breaking up of the sample due to evolution of

these volatile impurities.

8.2 Limitations

Theoretical results obtained were based on constant values of

specific heat and thermal conductivity. Variation of these properties

for various mixture ratios and dilution conditions were not

considered. Trends in the variation of speed with the sample initial

density could not be obtained from theoretical calculations because

of not having available an appropriate functional relationship

between initial density of the sample and the overall effective
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thermal conductivity. Quenching diameter as given by the

theoretical calculations could not be tested with experiments

because of the constraint in making samples below 8 mm in
diameter.

8.3 Recommendations

Considerable research work still needs to be done in order to

make SHS a viable alternative to the conventional method of

materials synthesis. The following are some of the recommendations

for future work:

(1) Efforts should be given to obtain values of certain physical

properties such as specific heat and thermal conductivity of the
powder mixtures. Proper values of these properties are very

important and are needed in testing developed models. Property

tables should be developed for different systems not only to obtain

variations as functions of mixture ratios, initial mixture density,

particle sizes and shapes of the reactants, but also covering the

range of temperatures which are encountered in the SHS methods.

In testing models the effect of sample density on the effective

thermal conductivity of the compact is of paramount importance.

(2) More work should be directed in developing kinetic models

applicable to a wider range of SHS processes. First step in

developing a kinetic model is a clear understanding of the reaction

mechanisms involved. Much research work still needs to be done,
specifically experimental, to understand these mechanisms. The

model used in this work is based on the fact that one of the
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reactants melt during the process. The model should be extended to

include systems where no melting occurs. Efforts should also be

given in developing kinetic models which address the shape and

size of the reacting particles and also include systems where one of

the reactants is in gaseous form, such as in the titanium + nitrogen

system.

(3) One of the observations from the experiments is the high

porosity of the final product obtained by SHS methods. With this

high porosity, the process can be used only for producing ceramic

powders. Therefore, in order to produce fully dense materials, some

sort of compaction schemes must be applied during or shortly

following the synthesis reaction. One possible method in this

direction may include performing the synthesis in a pressurized

atmosphere, i.e., by keeping the inert environment at a pressure of

several hundred atmospheres during the synthesis. Another method

may be to carry out the reaction in some sort of confined area and

and applying mechanical pressure shortly after the reaction is over.

thus not interfering with the actual synthesis process.

(4) An easy and efficient method has to be developed in order

to reliably remove the impurities which may be present in the

reactants. The contaminants not only hamper the synthesis process

but also, if present, will cause serious problems with structural

integrity of the product produced by the SHS process.

(5) In order to measure the temperature of the reaction front

tungsten-rhenium thermocouples were used which were found to

give away during each experiment. Though the method could be
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used to measure the speed at which the reaction front propagates, it

cannot give the actual temperature of the reaction front specially

for high reaction temperature systems. Thus an alternate method

has to be applied in order to obtain the temperature. One of the

possible methods may be the use of an optical pyrometer.

(6) Experiments should be performed to obtain the variation of

propagation speed as a function of initial temperature and thermal

conductivity. Effects of different particle sizes, both of titanium and

carbon should also be investigated and compared with theoretical

predictions.

(7) Another area of investigation is the ignition. Energy input,

duration of heating and ignition temperatures for different mixing

conditions, densities, particle sizes, etc., can be obtained.
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APPENDIX A

NUMERICAL PROGRAM

C** MAIN CODE FOR SHS REACTION PROCESSES
Gw*

PROGRAM HEATRAN
C** THIS IS THE MAIN DRIVER PROGRAM

INCLUDE 'PARAMETERS.FOR'
INCLUDE 'HEAT.FOR.

0" OPEN A LOGICAL UNIT FOR AN INPUT FILE (INP IS A PARAMETER)
C OPEN(UNIT=INP,FILE=INPUT,STATUS='OLD',FORM=PORMA ITED')
C** OPEN A LOGICAL UNIT FOR THE PRINTER (LOUT IS A PARAMETER)

OPEN(UNIT=LOUT,FILE=OUTHEAT,STATUS=NEW',FORM='FORMA 1 I ED')
WRITE( *,1000)
WRITE(*,1001)
WRITE.(LOUT,1000)
WRITE(LOUT,1001)
CALL PRESET

CALL INPUT
CALL SETUP
IF(CONTROL(1)) CALL SSTATE
IF(CONTROL(2)) CALL TRANSIENT
STOP

1000 FORMAT(///10X,
1 SELF-PROPAGATING HIGH-TEMPERATURE SYNTHESIS REACTION')

1001 FORMAT(//18X,'WAVE PROPAGATION SOLUTION ALGORITHM TESTER//)
END

SUBROUTINE PRESET

INCLUDE 'PARAMEIERS.FOR'
INCLUDE 'IIEAT.FOR

C** PRESET ARRAYS ( LETS DEFINE A COMPLETE SET FOR FLEXIBILTY)
DO 10 J = 1,MAX2
DO 10 I = 1,MAX1
T(I,J) = 0.
ETA (I,J) = 0.
ALAMDA(I,J) = 0.0
THETA(I,J) = 1.0
THETAOLD(I,J) = 1.0
DEL(I,J) = 1.0
BETA(I,J) = 0.
DPHI(I,J) = 0.
CX1(I,J) = SMALL
CX2(I,J) = SMALL

C HC1(I,J) = BIG
C HC2(I,J) = BIG

DX1(I,J) = 0.
DX2(I,J) = 0.
AR1(I,J) = SMALL
AR2(I,J) = SMALL
CAY(I,J) = SMALL
Q(I,J) = 0.
CV(I,J) = 0.
MAT(I,J) = 1003

10 CONTINUE



PREF = 1.01E+5
DT = 0.
TYME

DO 20 I = 1,10
CONTROL(I) = FALSE.

20 CONTINUE

C** MATERIAL BOUNDARY CONDITION ID NUMBERS
C** LISTED BELOW ARE THE FICTICIOUS BOUNDARY MATERIAL ID NUMBERS:
C** ID = 1000: CAY = 0.0014 MODEL MATERIAL
C** ID = 1001: CAY = SMALL THE VON NEUMANN CONDITION
C** ID = 1002: CAY = BIG THE DIRICHLET CONDITION
C** ID = 1003: CAY = SMALL - NULL CELL

C** INITIALIZE CONSTANTS

C**

PI = 4.0*DATAN(1.0D0)

LEVEL
ITMAX

=
=

1000000
100

ITMAXT = 100
TCRIT = 0.001
T1CRIT = 1500.
OMEGA = 1.650
TINIT = 0.
THETA I = 0.
QMAX =
F =.5
RETURN

SUBROUTINE INPUT

INCLUDE 'PARAMETERS .I-OR
INCLUDE 'I lEAT.FOR'
CHARACTER * 1 ANS
SET DATA

ANS
WRITE(*,*) 'PROGRAM CONTROLS'
WRITE(*,*) STEADY STATE SOLUTION (YES OR CR )'
READ (*,1025) ANS
CONTROL(1) = FALSE
IF(ANS.EQ.'Y'.0R.ANS.EQ.'y') CONTROL(1) = TRUE.
ANS
WRITE(*,*) ' TRANSIENT SOLUTION (YES OR CR )'
READ (*,1025) ANS
CONTROL(2) = .FALSE
IF(ANS.EQ,'Y.OR.ANS.EQ.'y') CONTROL(2) = TRUE.

NMAX I = 152
NMAX2 = 72
IJ = NMAX1*NMAX2
MONIT(1) = 2
MONIT(2) = 2
MONIT(3) = I1
MONIT(4) = 2
MONIT(5) = 21
MONIT(6) = 2
MONIT(7) = 31
MONIT(8) = 2
MONIT(9) = 41

MONIT(10) = 2
MONIT(11) = 51
MONIT(12) = 2
MONIT(13) = 61
MONIT(14) = 2
MONIT(15) = 71
MONIT(16) = 2
MONIT(17) = 81

163
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MONIT(18) = 2
MONIT(19) = 91
MONIT(20) = 2
MONIT(21) = 101
MONIT(22) = 2
MONIT(23) = 111
MONIT(24) = 2
MONIT(25) = 121
MONIT(26) = 2
MONIT(27) = 131
MONIT(28) = 2
MONIT(29) = 141
MONIT(30) = 2

C TB IS = 300.
C TB1F = 300.
C TB2S = 300.
C TB2F = 300.

ITB1S = 300.
TTBIF = 300.
TTI32S = 300.
TTB2F = 300.

C ASPECT = 2.

C 10 WRITE(*,*)' NEW APSECT RATIO (YES OR CR): CURRENT VALUE =', ASPECT
C ANS = "
C READ(*,1025) ANS
C EF(ANS.EQ.'Y'.0R.ANS.EQ.'y') TIIEN
C WRITE(*,*) TYPE IN ASPECT RATIO'
C READ (*,*) ASPECT
C ENDIF

C** SET THE DX1 AND DX2 ARRAYS ( OTHOGONAL METRIC:SQRT OF Gij)
DO 100 J = 1,NMAX2
DO 100 I = 1,NMAX1
DX1(I,J) = 0.01
DX2(I,J) = 0.01

100 CONTINUE

C** SET THE RADIUS ARRAY
DO 110 J = 2,NMAX2
R(J) = DX2(1,1)*(J-1)
R(1) = 0.0

110 CONTINUE

C** SET THE AREA ARRAYS: AR1 AND AR2
DO 120 J = 2,NMAX2
DO 120 I = 1,NMAX1

AR1(I,J) = P1*(R(J)**2-R(J- 1)**2)
AR2(I,J) = 2.0*PI*R(J)*DX1(1,1)

120 CONTINUE

DO 125 I = 1,NMAX1
AR1(I,1) = 0.0
AR2(I,1) = 0.0

125 CONTINUE

C** SET THE CELL VOLUMES (TIM ORTIIOGONAL JACOBIAN)
DO 130 J = 1,NMAX2
DO 130 I = I,NMAX1
CV(I,J) = AR1(I,J)*DX1(1,1)

130 CONTINUE

C** SET THE CELL MATERIAL IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS ( FOR THE LIBRARY)
DO 140 J = 2,NMAX2-1
DO 140 I = 2,NMAX1-1
MAT(I,J) = 1000

140 CONTINUE

C MAT(20,20) = 1000
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C MAT(20,5) = 1000
C MAT(5,20) = 1000
C MAT(12,12) = 1000

C** SET BOLLNDARY CONDITIONS
DO 150 J = 2,NMAX 2- I

MAT(1,J) = 1001
T(1,J) = TTB IS
TOLD(1,J) =TTB1S

MAT(NMAX1,J) = 1001
T(NMAX1,J) = TTB1F
TOLD(NMAX1,J) = TTB1F

150 CONTINUE
DO 160 I = 2,NMAX1-1

MAT(I, 1) = 1001
T(I,1) = TFB2S
TOLD(I,1) = TTB2S
MAT(I,NMAX2) = 1001
T(I,NMAX2) = '17132F
TOLD(I,NMAX2) = TFB2F

160 CONTINUE

1025 FORMAT(A 1)
RETURN
EsD

C***************************************************************** ******

C**

SUBROUTINE SETUP

INCLUDE PARAMETERS.FOR'
INCLUDE EEAT.FOR'
ARRAYS FOR OUTPUT FORMATS

NIX(1) = 1
X1(1) = -.5*DX1(1,1)
DO 110 I = 2,NMAX1
X1(I) = X 1(I-1) +.5*(DX1(I-1,1) + DX1(I,1))
NIX(I) = I

110 CONTINUE

X2(1) = -.5*DX2(1,1)
DO 120 J = 2,NMAX2
X2(J) = X2(J- I) +.5*(DX2( I ,J-1) + DX2(1,J))

120 CONTINUE

CALL CONNECTOR(1)
CALL CONNECTOR(2)
CALL CONNECTOR(3)
REI1JRIN
END

c***********************************************************************

SUBROUTINE SSTATE

INCLUDE PARAMETERS .FOR'
INCLUDE 'HEAT.FOR'

C** SORRY!! NO ONE IS HOME!!

RLTURN
HvD

c***********************************************************************

SUBROUTINE TRANSIENT

INCLUDE PARAMETERS .FOR'
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INCLUDE HEAT.FOR

CHARACTER *1 ANS
C* CHARACIER *9 DUMQ,QE

CHARACTER *10 METHOD,NAME(10)
INTEGER *4 PS KIP,PLIMIT
DATA (NAME(I),I=1,10)f EXPLICITVPSORVLSOW: A DT,'S AULEV',

1 LARKIN,XXXX',XXXX',XXXX,XXXX/

G************************ BEGIN TIME INTEGRATION *********************

WRITE(*,*)
WRITE(*,*) '***** BEGINNING SIMULATION TRANSIENT ******'
WRITE(*,*)

LS KIP = 1
PSKIP = LARGE
PLIMIT = 10
TYME = 0.

C** SET TRANSIENT BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

DO 20 J = 2,NMAX2-1

MAT(1,J) = 1001
T( I ,J) = TTB IS
TOLD(1,J) =TTB1S

MAT(NMAX 1,J) = 1001
T(NMAX1,J) = TTB1F
TOLD(NMAX 1,J) = IF

20 CONTINUE

DO 30 I = 2,NMAX1-1

MAT(I,1) = 1001
T(I,1) = TTB2S
TOLD(I,1) = 11132S
MAT(I,N MA X2) = 1001
T(I,NMAX2) = TTB 2F
TOLD(I,NMAX2) = 1 TB 2F

30 CONTINUE

C** WRITE OUT MATERIALS MAP
CALL IWRITER ( MAT,' MATERIA LS MAP

100 CONTINUE
50 CONTINUE

TYME = 0.
NS 1E1' =0
TSTOP = BIG
NSTEPS = LARGE
KOUNT =
1TERS = 0
ALBEHIND = 0.01
ALENGTH = 0.01
ALFRONT = 0.01
IIB = 0.001
HF = 0.001

WRITE(*,*) ' ENTER TRANSIENT METHOD'
WRITE(*,*) EXPLICIT'
WRITE(*,*) PSOR
WRITE(*,*) LSOR'
WRITE(*,*) A DI
WRITE(*,*) SAULEV
WRITE(*,*) LARKIN
WRITE(*,*)
READ (*,1030) METHOD
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DO 60 I = 1,10
IF(NAME(I).EQ.METHOD) GO TO 70

60 CONTINUE
WRITE(**) "
WRITE(*,*) NO METHOD NAME MATCH - - TRY AGAIN
WRITE(**) "
GO TO 50

70 CONTINUE

F = .0
IF(METHOD.NEEXPLICIT) F = .5

ANS = "
WRITE(*,*) ' ARE YOU A "SMART" USER ? (CR = YEP !)'
READ(*,1025) ANS
IF(ANS.EQ.'N'.0R.ANS.EQ.'n) GO TO 120

WRITE(*,*) ' TYPE TIME STEP: CURRENT SIZE IS ' ,DT ; SECONDS'
READ (*,*) DT

WRITE(*,*)
NN = NSTEPS
WRITE(*,*)' TYPE NSTEPS: CURRENT SE I 1ING IS ',NN,' TIME STEPS'
READ (*,*) NSTEPS

TSTOP = NSTEPS*DT
WRITE(*,*)
WRITE(*,*) TYPE TSTOP: CURRENT SETTING IS ',TSTOP,' SECONDS'
WRITE(*,*) "
READ (*,*) TSTOP

WRITE(*,*)
LE(.NOTCONTROL(1)) THEN
WRITE(*,*) ' TYPE TINIT: CURRENT SETTING IS ',TINIT,' DEGREES C'
READ (*,*) TINIT

ENDIF

IF(METHOD.EQ:PSOR'.0R.METHOD.EQ1SOR'.0R.METHOD.EQ.'ADP) THEN
WRITE(*,*)
WRITE(*,*) ' TYPE IMPLICIT FACTOR: CURRENT SETTING IS ',F
READ (*,*) F
ENDIF

IF(METHOD.EQ;PSOR'.0R.METHODEQ:LSOR') THEN

WRITE(*,*)
WRITE(*,*) "TYPE ITMAXT: CURRENT SETTING ',ITMAXT
READ (*,*) ITMAXT

WRITE(*,*)
WRITE(*,*) ' TYPE TCRIT: CURRENT SETTING ',TCRIT, DEGREES C
READ (*,*) TCRIT

WRITE(*,*) "
WRITE(*,*)' TYPE QMAX: CURRENT SETTING = ',QMAX, WATTS'
READ (*,*) QMAX

ENDIF

WRITE(*,*)
WRITE(*,*) TYPE LS KIP: CURRENT S ETI ING IS ', LS KIP,' TIME STEPS'
READ (*,*) LSKIP

WRITE(*,*)
WRITE(*,*) TYPE PSKIP: CURRENT SETTING IS ', PSKIP
READ (*,*) PSKIP
GO TO 125

120 CONTINUE

WRITE(*,*) TYPE IN TIME STEP SIZE ,DT (SECONDS)'
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READ (*,*) DT

WRITE(*,*) ' IF YOU WANT TO RUN A SET NUMBER OF TIME STEPS THEN,'
WRITE(*,*) ' TYPE IN THE NUMBER OF TIME S TITS, (NSTEPS)'
WRITE(*,*) OTHERWISE, DEFAULT (HIT CARRAIGE RETURN)'
WRITE(*,*) "
WRITE(*,*) ' CURRENT SETTING IS ',NSTEPS: TLME STEPS'
READ (*,*) NSTEPS

TSTOP = NSTEPS*DT
WRITE(*,*) ' IF YOU WANT TO RUN TO A SET POINT IN TIME THEN,'
WRITE( *, *)' TYPE IN TOTAL SIMUATION TIME, (TSTOP,SECONDS)'
WRITE(*,*) ' OTHERWISE, DEFAULT (HIT CARRAIGE RETURN)'
WRITE(*,*) ' OK, WHEN 1.0E+30, IF NSTEPS HAS BEEN SET
WRITE(*,*) "
WRITE(*,*) ' CURRENT SET! ING IS ',TSTOP,' SECONDS'
WRTIE(**) "
READ (*,*) TSTOP

WRITE(*,*)
IF(.NOT.CONTROL(1)) THEN
WRITE(*,*) TYPE IN INITIAL TEMPERATURE'
READ (*,*) TINIT
WRITE(*,*) TYPE IN INITIAL THETA'
READ (*,*) THETAI
ENDIF

IF(MEITIOD.EQ.PSOR'.0R.METI I 0 D.EQ:LS OR'.0R.METITOD.EQ: AD') THEN
WRITE(*,*) TYPE IN IMPLICIT FACTOR, F
WRITE(*,*) "
WRITE(*,*) CURRENT SETTING IS ',F
READ (*,*) F
ENDIF

IF(METHOD.EQ:PSOR'.0R.MET110 D. EQ:LS OR') THEN

WRITE(*,*) "
WRITE(*,*) TYPE ITERS PER TIME STEP: CURRENT SET! ING ',ITMAXT
READ (*,*) ITMAXT

WRITE(*,*) "
WRITE(*,*) "TYPE IN DELTA-T CONVERGENCE CRITERIA: CURRENT ',TCRIT
READ (*,*) TCRIT

WRITE(*,*)
WRITE( *, *)' TYPE Q-ERROR CRITERION: CURRENT SET = ',QMAX, WATTS'
READ (*,*) QMAX

ENDIF

WRITE(*,*) ' IF YOU WANT TO PRINT ONLY EVERY LSKIP LINES THEN,'
WRITE(*,*) TYPE IN THE VALUE OF LSKIP (LIKE 5, 10, 22, ETC)'
WRITE(*,*) ' OTHERWISE, DEFAULT (HIT CARRAIGE RETURN)
WRITE(*,*)
WRITE(*,*) CURRENT SETTING IS PRINT EVERY ', LSKIP,' TIME STEPS'
READ (*,*) LSKIP

WRITE(*,*) IF YOU WANT ITERIM TEMPERATURE ARRAY PRINT-OUTS THEN
WRITE(*,*) TYPE IN PSKIP (EXAMPLE: EVERY 50111 TimE STEP)'
WRITE(*,*) ' OTHERWISE, DEFAULT WIT CARRAIGE RETURN)
WRITE( *, *)' NOTE minim.
WRITE(*,*) THIS OPTION CAN PRODUCE AN ENORMOUS AMOUNT OF OUTPUT
WRITE(*,*) DEFAULT SETTING IS "NO ITERIM PRINTS", MAX IS 10'
WRITE(*,*)
WRITE(*,*) CURRENT SETTING IS ', PSKIP
READ (*,*) PS KIP

125 CONTINUE

IF(TSTOP.LT.BIG.AND.TSTOP.LE.DT*(NSTEPS-1)) NSTEPS = INT(TSTOP/DT)

LF(METHOD.EQ.PSOR'.0R. METHO D.EQ.LS OR') THEN
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WRITE(*,*) TYPE IN SOR FACTOR (OMEGA) 0 WILL CALL OMEGA-OPT
WRITE(*,*) OMEGA = 0 FOR FOR PSOR ONLY!!'

130 READ(*,*) OMEGA
IF(OMEGA.LT.0..OR.OMEGA.GT.2.)THEN
WRITE(*,*) 'OMEGA = ',OMEGA,' OUT OF RANGE - TRY AGAIN'
GO TO 130
ENDIF
ENDIF

WRITE(*,*)
WRITE(*,*) ' REVIEW ? - CR MEANS NO'
ANS =
READ(*,1025) ANS
IF(ANSEQ.'Y'.0R.ANS.EQ.'y') THEN
WRTTE(**)
WRITE(*,*) METHOD IS ',METHOD
WRITE(*,*)
WRITE(*,*) ' TIME STEP SIZE, DT =', DT, SECONDS'
WRITE(*,*) NUMBER OF STEPS, NSTEPS = NSTEPS
WRITE(*,*) TIME LIMIT, TSTOP = TSTOP,' SECONDS'
IF(.NOT.CONTROL(1)) THEN
WRITE(*,*) INITIAL TEMP, TINIT = TINIT: DEGREES C
ENDIF
WRITE(*,*) IMPLICIT FACTOR, F = ',F
IF(METHODEQ.PSOR'.ORME1110D.EQLSOR') THEN
WRITE(*,*) ITERS/TIME STEP, ITMAXT = ITMAXT
WRITE(*,*) SOR FACTOR, OMEGA =', OMEGA
WRITE(*,*) CONVERGE CRITERION, TCRIT = ',TCRIT: DEGREES C
WRITE(*,*) CONVERGE CRITERION, QMAX = QMAX,' WATTS'
FNDIF
WRITE(*,*) LINE SKIPPING, LS KIP =', LS KIP
WRITE(*,*) ARRAY SKIPPING, PSKIP = PSKIP
ENDIF

WRITE(*,*) START OVER ? - CR MEANS NO'
ANS =
READ(*,1025) ANS
IF(ANS.EQ.'Y'.0R.ANS.EQ.'y') GO TO 50

IF(METHOD.EQ:EXPLICIT) MFTIINO = 1
IF(METHOD.EQ.'PSOR') METHNO = 2
IF(METHODEQ.'LSOR') METH NO = 3
IF(METHOD.EQ.'ADT) mETIINo = 4
IF( METH OD.EQ'S AULEV) M ETIINO = 5
IF(METHOD.EQ.'LARKIN') METIINO = 6

IF(OMEGAEQ.O.AND.IvIETIIODEQ:PSOR') THEN
WRITE(*,*) FINDING OPTIMUM OMEGA FOR PSOR'
CALL OPTOMEG(LARGE,OMEGA)
WRITE(*,*) 'MAN, I FOUND II'!! -

ENDIF

IF(OMEGA.LT.SMALL) THEN
WRITE( *, *)' OMEGA INCORRECTLY SET - - TRY AGAIN IT
WRITE(*,*) CURRENT VALUE OF OMEGA =', OMEGA
GO TO 70
ENDIF

C** LETS WRITE OUT SOME STUFF HERE !
WRITE(LOUT,1003) METHOD,NNIAXLNMAX2,DX1(1,1),DX2(1,1),DT,NSTEPS,

1 TSTOP,F
IF(METHNO.EQ.2.0R.METIINO.EQ.3) THEN
WRITE(LOUT,1004) OMEGA ,ITM A X ,QM A X,TIN IT
ENDIF
WRITE(*,1001) MONIT
WRITE(LOUT,1001) MON n-

C** SET INITIAL TEMPERATURES IN COMPUTATIONAL REGION

IF(CONTROL(1)) GO TO 200
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DO 150 J = 2,NMAX2-1
DO 150 I = 2,NMAX1-1
IF(MAT(I,J).LE.1000) T(I,J) = TINIT
TOLD(I,J) = T(I,J)
IF(I.EQ.2) T(I,J) = 300.
IF(I.EQ.3) T(I,J) = 300.
IF(I.EQ.4) T(I,J) = 300.

150 CONTINUE

200 CONTINUE
300 CONTINUE

DO 600 N = 1,NSTEPS
NSTEP = NSTEP + 1
TYME = TYME + DT

C** CALL CONNECTORS(1), (2), AND (3) HERE FOR NONLINEAR PROPERTIES
GO TO (410,420,430,440,450,460), METIINO

410 CONTINUE
CALL EXPLICIT(SUMEXP,TUMAX)

GO TO 500

420 CONTINUE
CALL EXPLICIT(SUMEXP,TUMAX)
CALL TPSOR(F,TU MAX)

GO TO 500

430 CONTINUE
CALL EXPLICIT(SUMEXP,TUMAX)
CALL TLSOR(F,TUMAX)

GO TO 500

440 CONTINUE
CALL EXPLICIT(SUMEXP,TUMAX)
CALL ADI(F,TUMAX)

GO TO 500

450 CONTINUE
CALL SAULEV(TUMAX)

GO TO 500

460 CONTINUE
CALL LARKIN(TUMAX)

500 CONTINUE

IF(MOD(NSTEP,LSKIP).EQ.0) TIIEN

C** PRINT INTERIM (MONITOR) RESULTS TO IIARD COPY DEVICE AND SCREEN

WRITE(LOUT,1002) NSTEP,TYME,T(MONIT(1),MONIT(2)),
1 T(MONIT(3),MONIT(4)),T(MONIT(5),MONIT(6)),
1 T(MONIT(7),MONIT(8)),T(MON IT(9),MONIT( 10)),
I T(MONIT(11),MONIT(12)),T(MONIT(13),MONIT(14)),
1 T(MONIT(15),MONIT(16)),T(MONIT(17),MONIT(18)),
1 T(MONIT( 19),MONIT(20)),T( MON IT( 21),MON IT(22)),
1 T(MONIT(23),MONIT(24)),T(MONIT(25),MONIT(26)),
1 T(MONIT(27),MONIT(28)),T(MONIT(29),MONIT(30))

WRITE(*,1002) NSTEP,TYME,T(MONnx1),MONIT(2)),
1 T(MONIT(3),MONIT(4)),T(MONIT(5),MONIT(6)),
1 T(MONIT(7),MONIT(8)),T(MONIT(9),MONIT(10)),
1 T(MONIT(11),MONIT(12)),T(MONIT(13),MONIT(14)),
1 T(MONIT(15),MONIT(16)),T(MONIT(17),MONIT(18)),
1 T(MONIT(19),MONIT(20)),T(MONIT(21),MONIT(22)),
I T(MONIT(23),MONIT(24)),T(MONIT(25),MONIT(26)),
1 T(MONIT(27),MONIT(28)),T(MONIT(29),MONIT(30))
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C**

ENDIF

IF(MOD(NSTEP,PSKIP).EQ.O.AND.KOUNT.LE.PLIMIT) THEN
PRINT ARRAYS FOR THIS TIME STEP TO HARD COPY DEVICE
CALL AWRITER (2,NSTEP,T,TRANSIENT TEMPERATURE ')
KOUNT = KOUNT + 1
ENDIF

C** HERE WE TEST IF A SPECIFIED LAYER HAS REACHED IGNITION CONDITION
C** OR IF STEADY STATE IS ACHIEVED

C WRITE(*,*)'FUMAX
C IF(TUMAX.LE.TCRIT) THEN
C CALL QELAST(QERROR)
C 1F(QERROR.LT.QMAX) THEN

IF(T( MO N IT(29) , MO N IT(30)) G E.3000) THEN
WRITE(*, 1007) NSTEPS ,T1 CR IT
WRITE(LOUT,1007) NSTEP,T1CR IT

C WRITE( *,1006) NSTEP,TUMAX,TCRIT,QERROR,QMAX
C WRITE(LOUT,1006) NSTEP,TUMAX,TCRIT,QERROR,QMAX

GO TO 610
ENDIF

C ENDIF

600 CONTINUE

610 CONTINUE

ANS = "
WRITE(*,*) ' TYPE E TO EXIT - CR TO CONTINUE WITH ITERATION'
READ(*,1025) ANS
IF(ANS.EQ:E.OR.ANS.EQ:&) GO TO 650

C** WRITE OUT TEMPERATURE ARRAY
C CALL AWRITER (2,NSTEP,T,TRANSIENT TEMPERATURE ')

WRITE*,*) 'NEW DT ?'
READ(*,*) DT
WRITE(*,*) 'NEW F ?'
READ(*,*) F
WRITE(*,*) 'NUMBER OF ADDITIONAL TIME STEPS ?'
READ(*,*) NSTEPS
GO TO 300

650 CONTINUE

C** FIND MAX AND MIN ALONG WITH I,J LOCATIONS
CALL AS MAX( N MAX 1,N M AX 2, MAT,T, I MAX ,J MAX,TMA X)
CALL AS MIN(NMAX LNMA X 2,N1 AT,T,IMIN,JMIN,TMIN)

WRITE(*,*) TMAX,TMIN = TMAX, TMIN,IMAX,JMAX,IMIN,JMIN

WRITE(*,1005) NSTEP, DT, DTMAX,TYME,TMAX,IMAX,JMAX,TMIN,
1 IMIN,JMIN

WRITE(LOUT,1005) NSTEP,DT,DTMAX,TYME,TMAX,IMAX,JMAX,TMIN,
1 IMIN,JMIN

C** COULD WRITE OUT ANY OTHER INTEGER ARRAY WITII "IWRITER"

C** WRITE OUT TEMPERATURE ARRAY
CALL AWRITER (2,NSTEP,T,TRANSIENT TEMPERATURE ')

ANS =
WRITE(*,*) ' TYPE Q TO QUIT - CR TO CONTINUE WITH NEW CASE
READ(*,1025) ANS
F(ANS.EQ:Q.OR.ANS.EQ:4) RETURN

GO TO 100

C** OUTPUT FORMATS
1001 FORMAT(//30X,TRANSIENT DETAILS'//
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1' TIME TIME ITERS DEL-T Q-E ',10X; MONITOR TEMP'/
2' STEP SEC C W ',4(7(',13,',',13,T,2X)/)

1002 FORMAT( 18, 1 X ,F10.8,2X ,5 F9 .2/5 X ,8F9.2/5 X ,2F9.2)
1003 FORMAT(

/5X,NUMBER OF CELLS IN XI-DIRECTION, NMAX1 - - - 2,15
2/5X; NUMBER OF CELLS IN X2-DIRECTION, NMAX2 - - - 2,15
3/5X,WIDTH OF CELLS IN X1- DIRECTION, DX1 ',F I 0.5
4/5X; WIDTH OF CELLS IN X2-DIRECTION, DX2 ',F10.5
5 /5X,'TIME STEP SIZE, SECONDS , DT ',F10.8
7 /5X,'MAXIMUM NUMBER TIME STEPS , NSTEPS- - - 2,18
8/5X;SIMULATION TIME LIMIT SEC , TSTOP - - - - ',1P,E12.3
9/5X; IMPLICIT FACTOR , F ',OP,F7.2
B)

1004 FORMAT(
USX:OVER-RELAXATION FACTOR , OMEGA 2,F8.3
2/5X; MAXIMUM NUMBER ITERATIONS , ITMAXT- - - 2,14
3/5X,DELTA-PHI ERROR CRITERION , TCRIT - - - 2,IP,E12.3
4/5X;HEAT BALANCE ERROR CRITERION , QMAX - - - 2,0P,F8.3
5/5X,'INMAL TEMPERATURE , TINIT - - - 2,1P,E11.4
6)

1005 FORMAT(//
+25X,TRANSIENT SOLUTION SUMMARY 7
1/15X;TOTAL NUMBER OF TIME STEPS , NSTEPS - - -',I8
5 /15X,TIME STEP SIZE, SECONDS , DT ',F12.8
2/15X,'MAXIMUM EXPLICIT STABLE DT , DTMAX - - - 2,F10.8
8/15X,TOTAL SIMULATION TIME, SEC , TSTOP - - - - ',IP,E12.3
5/15X;MAXIMUM SYSTEM TEMPERATURE , TMAX - - - 2,0P,F10.5
6 /15X,' LOCATION , T(I,J) - - - T(',I3,',',
7I3,')'
8 /15X; MINIMUM SYSTEM TEMPERATURE , TMIN - - - -',F10.5
9/15X; LOCATION , T(I,J) - - T(',I3,',',
A 13,T
B/)

1006 FORMAT(15X; STEADY STATE ACHIEVED !'/
1 /15X; NUMBER OF TIME STEPS REQUIRED , NSTEP - - 2,15
1/15X,DELTA-T : DEGREESII'IME STEP , DTMAX - - IP,E12.3
3/15X,'SSTATE DELTA-T CRITERION , TCRIT - - - - ',1P,E12.3
4/15X;HEAT BALANCE ERROR ,WATTS , QERROR - - 2,0P,F8.3
4/15X,'HEAT BALANCE ERROR CRITERION , QMAX - - - 2,0P,F8.3
6)

1007 FORMAT( 15X,' FINAL CONDITION ACHIEVED 17
I/15X,'NUMBER OF TIME STEPS REQUIRED , NSTEP - - 2,15
1 /15X,'IGNITION TEMPERATURE CRITERION , -nom' - - - ',1P,E12.3
6)

1025 FORMAT(A1)
1030 FORMAT(A 10)

END

c..*********************************************************************

SUBROUTINE CONNECTOR(MODE)

LNCLUDEPARAMETERS.FOR'
INCLUDE TEEAT.FOR'

C** MODE = 1 CALCULATE THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY ARRAY
C** MODE = 2 CALCULATE TIIE CONNECTOR ARRAYS
C** MODE = 3 CALCULATE THE BETA ARRAY

GO TO (100,200,300),MODE

100 CONTINUE
CALL PROPLIB
GO TO 800

200 CONTINUE
C** COMPUTE CONNECTORS, CX1(1,1) AND CX2(I,J)

HX1 = BIG
11X2 = BIG
DO 250 J = I,NMAX2-1
DO 250 I = I,NMAX1-1
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C HX1 = HC1(I,J)
C HX2 = HC2(I,J)

CX1(I,J) = DX1(I,J)/CAY(I,J)+DX1(1+1,J)/CAY(I+1,J) + 2./11X 1
CX1(I,J) = 2.*AR1(I,J)/CX1(1,J)

CX2(I,J) = DX2(1,J)/CAY(I,J)+DX2(I,J+1)/CAY(I,J+1) + 2./11X2
CX2(I,J) = 2.*AR2(I,J)/CX2(I,J)

250 CONTINUE
GO TO 800

300 CONTINUE
DO 350 J = 2,NMAX2-1
DO 350 I = 2,NMAX1-1
BETA(I,J) = BETA(I,J)/CV(I,J)

C BETA(I,J) = BETA(I,J)/1.
350 CONTINUE

800 CONTINUE

RETURN
IND

c+***************************.***.******************************* ***** **

SUBROUTINE QELAST(SUMQ)
INCLUDE 'PARAMETERS.FOR'
INCLUDE 'HEAT.FOR'

SUMQ = 0.
QGEN = 0.

DO 100 J = 2,NMAX2-1
DO 100 I = 2,NMAX1-1
IF(MAT(I,J).LE.1000) THEN

C QGEN = Q(I,J)
DP = CX1(I,J)+CX2(I,J) + CX1(I- I,J) +CX2(I,J -1)

QERR = CX1(1,J)*T(I+1,J) + CX I (I-1,J)*T(I-LJ) +
1 CX2(I,J)*T(I,J+1) + CX2(I,J-1)*T( I ,J-1) - DP*T(I,J)-
2 QICIN

SUMQ = SUMQ + ABS(QERR)
END IF

100 CONTINUE

RETURN
11\D

C***********************************************************************

SUBROUTINE EXPLICIT(SUMEXP,TUMAX)

INCLUDE 'PARAMETERS.FOR'
INCLUDE 'HEAT.FOR'
SUMEXP = 0.
TUMAX = 0.
TM = 0.0
TB1 = 0.0
ER = 33000.0/1.987
DEN = 2.5
ENTH = 675.1
TB2F = 300.
POWER = 2./3.
SIGMA = 1.3699*10.0**(-12)
EPS I = 0.8
AMC = 12.0
AMTI = 48.0
AMTIC = 60.0
DENC = 2.20
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DENT! = 4.54
DENTIC = 5.00
ABETA = 0.0025
A = 1.0
BB = 0.0
cno = A/((A*AMTI/DENTI)+(BB*AMTIC/DENTIC))
DIA = DX2(1,1)*2.*(NMAX2-2)

DO 700 1 = 2,NMAX1-1
TM = MAX(TM,T(I,NMAX2-1))

700 CONTINUE
TF = (TM + 301.0)*0.5

DO 800 I = 2,NMAX1-1
IF(THETA(I,NMAX2-1).LT.0.01) TI1EN
TB! = TB1 + T(I,NMAX2 -1)
NDIF

800 CONTINUE

C**
C

C

C**
C

1

1

50

TB = TB1/(ALBEHIND/DX 1(1,1))
IF(TB.LE.1000.) THEN
TB = 1000.0
ENDIF

CALCULATE THE FILM TEMPERATURES

TFF = (TF + TB2F)/2.0
TFB = (TB + TB2F)/2.0

CALCULATE PROPERTIES AT FILM TEMPERATURES

GBNF = 696.7 1*(10.**(-2.9767*( 10.**(-3))*TFF))
GBNB = 696.7 1*(10.**(-2.9767*(10.**(-3))*TFB))
AKF = ( 1.42*10.**(-5))+( 1.1 329*10.**(-7)*TFF)-
(2.242*(10.**(-1 1))*(TFF**2))
AKB = (1.42*10.**(-5))+(1.1329*10.**(-7)*TFB)-
(2.242*(10.**(-11))*(TFB**2))
PRF=.65 98
PRB=.6604
CONTINUE

DO 100 J = 2,NMAX2-1
DO 100 1 = 2,NMAX1-1
1F(MAT(I,J).LE.1000) THEN
ALAMDA(I,J) = 200.0*EXP(-ER/T(1)))
DEL(I,J) = DEL(I,J) (DT*((6.*(1.+2.*ABETA)*AMC*CTIO*

1 ALAMDA(I,J))/(A B ETA *DENC))*(TI IETA(I,J)*DEL(1,1)**(113 )))
1F(DEL(I,J).LT.0.01) THEN
DEL(I,J) = 0.0
ENDIF
THETA(I,J) = ((A-1.)+ DEL(I,J)) *((A *AMTI/DENTI) +(BB *AMTIC/

1 DENTIC))/(A*(MA- 1.)+(DEL(I,J)))*AMTUDENTI)+(((BB+ 1 .)-
I (DEL(I,J)))*AMTIC/DENTIC)))

IF(THETA(I,J).LT.0.01) THEN
THETA(I,J) = 0.0
ENDIF
IF(THETA(I,J).LE.0.90) GO TO 25
Q(I,J)=DEN*ENTH*CV(I,J)*(TIIETAOLD(I,J)-THETA(1,J))/DT
GO TO 26

25 O(1,J)=DEN*ENTLI*CV(I,J)*(T1IETAOLD(I,J)-THETA(I,J))/DT
26 CONTINUE

IF(J.E.O.NMAX2-1.AND.TIIETA(INMAX2-1).LT.0.01) TIIEN
ALB=ALENGTH-DX1(1,1)*(1-1)
IF(ALB.LE.0.0) THEN
ALB=DX1(1,1)
ENDIF
RAB=((PRB*GBNB*(TB-TB2S))**0.25)*DIA/(ALB**0.25)
RATIOB=1.3896-0.19759*LOG 10(R AB)
ANULEPI3,--(4.13.)*0.544*(GBNB*(TB-TB2S)*(ALB**3)/4.)**0.25
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HB=(AKB/ALB)*RATIOS*ANULFPB
QCON=HB *AR2(1,NMA X2-1)*(T(J,J)-TB 2F)
QRAD =EPSI* SIGMA *AR2(I,N MAX2-1)*(T(I,J)**4-TB2F**4)

Q(I,J) = Q(I,J) - QCON - QRAD
ENDIF
IF(LEQ.NMAX2-1.AND.THETA(1,NMAX2-1).GT.0.01) THEN
IF(T(I,NMAX2-1).GE.301.0) TIIEN
ALF=ALENGTH-DX 1(1,1)*(I- 1)
IF(ALF.LE0.0) THEN
ALF=DX1(1,1)
ENDIF
RAF=((PRF*GBNF*(TF-TB2S))**0.25)*DIA/(ALF**0.25)
RATIOF=1.3896-0.19759*LOGI0(RAF)
ANULFPF=(4./3.)*0.544*(G BNF*(TF-TB2S)*(ALF**3)/4.)**0.25
HF=(AKF/ALF)*RATIOF* A NULEPF
QCON=HF* AR2(1, NMAX 2- 1)* (T(I ,J)-TB2F)
QRAD=EPSI*S IGMA*AR2(I,N M A X2-1)*(T(I,J)**4-TB2F* *4)

Q(1,1) = Q(I,J) - QCON - QRAD
ENDIF
ENDIF

IF(I.EQ.2.AND.TIIETA(2,1).GT.0.01) THEN
Q(I,J) = Q(I,J) + 10.0*AR1(2,J)
ENDIF

DP = CX1(1,J)+CX2(1,J) + CX1(I-1,J)+CX2(1,1-1)
DPH =(CX1(I,J)*T(1+1,.1) + CX1(1-1,J)*T(1-1,J) +

1 CX2(I,J)*T(I,J+1) + CX2(1,1-1)*T(1,1-1) -
2 DP*T(I,J) + Q(I,J)) * B ETA (I,J) * DT

ETA(I,J) = DPH
T(I,J) = T(I,J) + ETA(I,J)
TUMAX = MAX(TUMAX,A BS (ETA(J,J)))
SUMEXP = MAX(SUMEXP,DP*IIETA(1,J))
ENDIF

100 CONTINUE
c ***********
C ***********

DO 150 I = 2,NMAX1-1
IF(THETA(LN MA X2-1).GE.0.99) TIIEN
ALBEHIND = DX1(1,1)*(1-1)
ENDIF

IF(T(I,NMAX2-1).GE.301.0) THEN
ALENGTH = DX 1(1,1)*(I-1)
ENDIF

150 CONTINUE
ALFRONT = ALENGTII-ALBEI I IN I)
IF(ALFRONT.EQ.0.0) TIIEN
ALFRONT = DXI(1,1)
ENDIF

160 CONTINUE

DTMAX = 1./SUMEXP

DO 300 J = 2,NMAX2-1
DO 300 I = 2,NMAX1-1
THETAOLD(I,J) = THETA(I,J)

300 CONTINUE

200 CONTINUE

RETURN
END

c***********************************************************************

SUBROUTINE TPS OR(FIMP,TU MAX)

INCLUDE 'PARAMETERS.FOR'
INCLUDE 'HEAT.FOR'
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RETURN
END

c********************************************** ** ti it ** ** ** **** ** Si ** *Se*

SUBROUTINE ms OR(FIMP,TU MAX)

INCLUDE 'PARAMETERS IOW
INCLUDE HEAT.FOR'

C** SORRY!! NO ONE IS HOME!!

RETURN
END

C * * ** ** ** *X** ******** **A,* ** *4, ** *** ** *4, ** ** *7, *4. ** ** ** 4.* *44*** **** ** *****

C**

SUBROUTINE ADI(FIMP,TUMAX)

INCLUDE 'PARAMETERS IOW
LNCLUDETIEAT.FOK

TUMAX = 0.

SORRY!! NO ONE IS HOME !!

RETURN
END

c***********************************************************************

SUBROUTINE S AULEV(TU MAX )

INCLUDE 'PARAMETERS.FOR'
INCLUDE ITEAT.FOR'

C** SORRY!! NO ONE IS HOME !!

RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE LARKIN(TUMAX)

INCLUDE 'PARAMETERS IOW
INCLUDE '11EAT.FOR.

C** SORRY!! NO ONE IS HOME !!

RETURN
ENT)

c*********,.**************************************.**********************

C**
C**

SUBROUTINE TRIDIAG(M,AM,AP,AC,B)
INCLUDE 'PARAMETERS.FOR
DIMENSION AM(MAXLINE),AC(MAXLINE),AP(MAXLINE),B(MAXLINE)

THIS SOLVER NORMALIZES TIIE DIAGONAL TO 1.0
ELIMINATES NEED FOR DIVISION ON BACK-SUBSTITUTION.

AP(1) = AP(l) /AC(1)
B(1) = B (I) /AC(1)

DO 100 K = 2,M
BET = 1./(AC(K)-AM(K)*AP(K-1))
AP(K) = AP(K)*BET
B (K) = (B(K)+AM(K)*B(K-1))*BET

100 CONTINUE
C**

DO 200 K = M-1,1,-1
B(K) = B(K) + AP(K)*B(K+1)

200 CONTINUE
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RETURN
END

c*********************ink ***** ***************************************

SUBROUTINE PROPLIB
INCLUDE PARAMETERSIOW
INCLUDE 'HEAT.FOR'
REAL *8 KAY,KELVIN

C** SUBROUTINE COMPUTES SI THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
C** TC - - DEGREES CENTIGRADE
C** CAY WATI'S/M-DEGREE C ( OR K) ALSO - KAY)

RP = PREF/8314.

DO 700 J = 1,NMAX2
DO 700 I = 1,NMAX1

TC = Tarn
KELVIN = TC + 273.15
PFACT = RP/KELVIN
MATNO = MAT(I,J)

IF(MATNO.GT.15) GO TO 500

GO TO (110,120,130,140,150,160,170,180,190,200,210,220,230,240,
1 250), MATNO

110 CONTINUE
KAY = 1.E-30
RHON = 1.
SPHT = 1.
AMU = 1

GO TO 600
120 CONTINUE

KAY = 1.E+30
RHON = 1.
SPHT = 1.
AMU = 1

GO TO 600
130 CONTINUE

KAY = 40.15 +0.0190*TC
RHON = 515. -0.101*(TC-200.)
SPHT = 4186.8
AMU = KELVIN**(-.7368)*10.**(.4936+109.95/KELVIN)*.01
IF(TC.GT.800.) THEN
AMU = 10.**(726.07/KELVIN -1.3380)*.001
ENDIF

GO TO 600
140 CONTINUE

GO TO 600
150 CONTINUE

GO TO 600
160 CONTINUE

KAY = 0.00337*(KELVIN)**0.668
RHON = 4.003*PFACT
SPHT = 1.24*4168.6
AMU = 4.7744E-7*KELVIN**.6567

GO TO 600
170 CONTINUE

KAY = 0.015673 + 4.8226E-5*TC-1.7226E-8*TC*TC+4.0703E-12*TC**3
RHON = 39.948*PFACT
SPHT = .12428*4186.8
AMU = (2.0377+.006254*TC-2.69584E-6*TC**2+6.30257E-10*TC**3)

1 * LE-5



GO TO 600
180 CONTINUE

GO TO 600
190 CONTLNUE

GO TO 600
200 CONTINUE

GO TO 600
210 CONTINUE

GO TO 600
220 CONTINUE

GO TO 600
230 CONTINUE

GO TO 600
240 CONTINUE

GO TO 600
250 CONTINUE

GO TO 600

500 CONTINUE

IF( MAT(I, J).EQ.1000) THENEN
KAY = 0.0040
RHON = 2.5
SPHT = 0.220

AMU = 1

ELSEIF(MAT(I,J).EQ.1001) THEN
KAY = 1.E-30
RHON = 1.
SPHT = 1.
AMU = 1

ELSEIF(MAT(I,J).EQ.1002) THEN
KAY = 1.E +30
RHON = 1.
SPHT = 1.
AMU = 1

ELSEIF(MAT(I,J).EQ.1003) THEN
KAY = 1.E-30
RHON = 1.
SPHT = 1.
AMU = 1
ENDIF

600 CAY(I,J) = KAY
BETA(I,J) = 1./(RHON*SPHT)
AMU = AMU

700 CONTINUE

RETURN
END

c***********************************************************************

C**
SUBROUTINE ASMIN(NMAX1,NMAX2,MAT,A,II,JJ,AMIN)
FIND INDICES LOCATION AND MINIMUM OF A
INCLUDE 'PARAMETERS IOW
REAL *8 A(MAX1,MAX2),AMIN
DIMENSION MAT(M AX 1,MA X 2)

II =2
JJ = 2
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AMIN = A(2,2)
DO 100 J = 2,NMAX2-1
DO 100 I = 2,NMAX1-1
IF(MAT(I,J).LE.1000) THEN
IF(A(I,J).LT.AMIN) THEN
AMIN = A(I,J)
JJ = J
II =I
ENDIF
ENDIF

100 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

c************************* ****** * ****** ************* ******* *************

C**

C**

SUBROUTINE ASMAX(NMAXLNIvIAX2,MAT,A,11,JJ,AMAX)
FIND INDICES LOCATION AND MAXIMUM OF A
INCLUDE PARAMETERS TOR'
REAL *8 A(MAX1,MAX2),AMAX
DLMENSION MAT(MAX1,MAX2)

II =2
JJ = 2
AMAX = A(2,2)
DO 100 J = 2,NMAX2-1
DO 100 I = 2,NMAX1 -I
IF(MAT(1,1).LE.1000) THEN
LF(A(1,1).GT.AMAX) THEN
AMAX = A(I,J)
JJ = J
II =I
ENDIF
ENDIF

100 CONTINUE
RETURN

c********** ***** ********************************************************

C**
SUBROUTINE AWRITER (MODE,NSTEP,ARRAY,LABEL)
GENERAL REAL ARRAY WRITER
LNCLUDE'PARAMETERS.FOR'
INCLUDE 'HEAT.FOR'
REAL *8 ARRAY( MAX 1,MAX2)
CHARACTER *32 LABEL

C** TRIM THE TRAILING BLANKS FROM LABEL
DO 10 I = 32,1,-1
IF(LABEL(I:1).GT.' ') GO TO 20

10 CONTINUE
20 CONTINUE

IF(MODE.EQ.1) W12.ITE(LOUT,1000) LA B EL(1:1),NSTEP
IF(MODE.EQ.2) WRITE(LOUT,1005) LABEL(1:I),NSTEP,TYME

N2 = 0
100 CONTINUE

N1 = N2 + 1
N2 = N1 + 9
IF(N2.GT.NMAX I) N2 = NMAX1
WRITE(LOUT,1001) (NIX(1),I=NI,N2)
WRITE(LOUT,1002) (X1(I) ,I= NI,N2)

DO 200 J = 1,NMAX2
JN = NMAX2+1-1
WRITE(LOUT,1003) 1N,X 2(1N ),( AR R A Y(1,1N), I=N I ,N2)

200 CONTINUE

IF(N2.NE.NMAX1) GO TO 100

RETURN
1000 FORMAT(//30X,A32,' ARRAY OUTPUT FOR ITERATION NUMBER:',I5//)
1001 FORMAT(/14X:1 = ',10(I8,3X))
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1002 FORMAT( 9X,' X1 = ',10(F10.4,1X)/)
1003 FORMAT( ' 1=',I3,' X2=',F8.3,1P,10E11.3)
1005 FORMAT(//20X,A32,' ARRAY OUTPUT FOR TIME STEP NUMBER:',I5; TIME

1 = ',F15.4, SECONDS' //)
END

c*******************************m*************************************

C**
SUBROUTINE IWRITER (NARRAY,LABEL)
GENERAL INTEGER ARRAY WRITER
INCLUDE 'PARAMETERS .FOR'
INCLUDE 'HEAT.FOR'
INTEGER *4 NARRAY(MAX1,MAX2)
CHARACTER *32 LABEL
CHARACTER *4 DUMMY(MAXI),CARRAY(MAX1)

C**

C** TRIM THE TRAILING BLANKS FROM LABEL
DO 10 I = 32,1,-1
IF(LABEL(I:I).GT.' ') GO TO 20

10 CONTINUE
20 CONTINUE

C.**

N2 = 0
100 CONTINUE

N1 = N2+1
N2 = NI+39
IF(N2.GT.NMAX1) N2 = NMAX 1
WRITE(LOUT,1000) LA BEL(1:1)
WRITE(LOUT,1001) (NIX(N),N=N1,N2)

DO 200 J = 1,NMAX2
JN = NMAX2 +1 -J
WRITE(DUMMY;(14)) (NARRAY(I,JN),I = 1,NMAX1)
READ (DUMMY,*(A4)') ( CARRAY(I) = I ,NMAX1)

DO 300 I = N1,N2
IF(CARRAY(I).EQ.'1000') CARRAY(I) =' M'
IF(CARRAY(I).EQ.'1001') CARRAY(I) =' V'
IF(CARRAY(I).EQ.'1002') CARRAY(I) =' D'
IF(CARRAY(1).EQ:1003') CARRAY(I) =' N'

300 CONTINUE

WRITE(LOUT,1002) JN,(CARRAY(1)(2: 4),I=N I ,N2)
200 CONTINUE

IF(N2.NE.NMA X1) GO TO 100
RETURN

1000 FORMAT( /A32//
1 15X,'M = MODEL MATERIAL/
2 15X,'D = DIRICHLET BOUNDARY'/
3 I5X,'V = VON NEUMANN BOUNDARY'/
4 15X,'N = NULL CELL')

1001 FORMAT(I I = ',5X,4013/)
1002 FORMAT( ' J = ',13,2X,40A3)

END

C ********************************************** ****** **********************************************************

PROGRAM HEAT.FOR

COMMON/AS 1ZE/ T(MAX 1,MA X 2),B ETA(M AX1,MAX2),
1 CX1(MAX 1,MAX2),CX2(MA X 1,MAX2),ETA(MAX1,MA X2),
2 11C1(1,1),IIC2( 1,1),DPIII(MA X I ,MA X2),THETA(MA X I ,MA X2),
3 DX HMAXLMAX2),DX2(MAX 1,MAX2),R(MAX2),
4 AR1(MAX I ,MAX2),AR2(MA X 1,MA X2),Q(MAX 1,MAX2),
5 CAY(MAX1,MA X2),MAT(MAX 1,MA X2),C V(MAXI,MA X2),
6 KMAT(NMAT),THETAOLD(MAXI,MAX2),TDIFF(MAXI,MAX2),
7 TOLD(MAX1,MAX2),THDIFF(MAXI,MAX2),THDIFFOLD(MAXLMAX2),
8 DEL(MAX 1,MAX2),PHI(MAXI,M AX2),ALAMDA(MA X I ,MA X2),
9 DELOLD(MAX1,MAX2)
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COMMON /OU I Fr/ NIX(MAX1),MONIT(30),X I (IvIAX 1),X2(MAX2)
COMMON/INTGR/ NMAX1,NMAX2,1TERSJEFFMAX,ITMAXT,LEVEL,NSTEPS
COMMON/REALS/ OMEGA,QMAX,QERROR,TCRIT,TINIT,PLTHETAI,T1CRIT,PREF
COMMON/REALS/ ALBEHIND,ALENGTH,ALFRONT,10,1IF
COMMON/PARAB/ F,TYME,EfF,TSTOP,DTMAX
COMMON/SOLVE/ AP(MAXLINE),AC(MAXLINE),AM(MAXLINE),B(MAXLINE)
COMMON/II COND/ TUB 1S, rui1 F;ITB2S,TTB 2F
COMMON/LOGIC/ CONTROL(10)

DIMENSION TSTAR(MAX I , MAX 2)
EQUIVALENCE (TSTAR(1,1),ETA ( 1,1))

C***************************************************** ***** ******* ******* ***********.********************

PROGRAM PARAMETERS.FOR

IMPLICIT REAL *8 (A-H2O-Z)
LOGICAL *4 CONTROL
CHARACTER *1 NEGU,NEGL

PARAMETER (MAXI =252)
PARAMETER (MAX2 = 52)
PARAMETER (MAXLINE =252)
PARAMETER (NMAT = 15)
PARAMETER (BIG = 1.E+25)
PARAMETER (SMALL = I . E- 25)
PARAMETER (LARGE = 1000000)
PARAMETER (NEGU = 'N')
PARAME TER (NEGL =
PARAMETER (LOUT = 20)
PARAMETER (INP = 21)

SAVE
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APPENDIX B

TEMPERATURE DATA-ACQUISITION PROGRAM

10 ' PCLAB BASIC definition file (long names)
20 This file may be MERGEd with a user program
30 ' to define routine offsets and establish the PCLAB
40 ' segment.
50 ADC.VALUE=3 : ADC.ON.TRIGGER=6
60 SETUP.ADC=9 : ADC.SERIES=12
70 BEGIN.ADC.DMA=15 : TEST.ADC.DMA=18
80 WAIT.ADC.DMA=21 : DAC.VALUE=24
90 DAC.ON.TRIGGER=27 : SETUP.DAC=30
100 DAC.SERIES=33 : BEGIN.DAC.DMA=36
110 TEST.DAC.DMA=39 : WAIT.DAC.DMA=42
120 SET.CLOCK.DIVIDER=45 : SET.SLOW.CLOCK=48
130 SET.CLOCK.FREQUENCY=51 : SET.CLOCK.PERIOD=54
140 ENABLE.FOR.INPUT=57 : ENABLE.FOR.OUTPU'T=60
150 INPUT.DIGITALVALUE=63 : OUTPUT.DIGITAL.VALUE =66
160 INPUT.DIGITALON.TRIGGER=69 : OUTPUT.DIGITAL.ON.TRIGGER =72
170 SET.ERROR.CONTROL.WORD=75 : GET.ERROR.CODE=78
180 SFI.FCT.BOARD=81 : SET.BASE.ADDRESS=84
190 SET.DMA.CHANNEL=87 : SET.ADC.RANGE=90
200 SET.ADC.CHANNELS=93 : SET.DAC.RANGE=96
210 SET.LINE.FREQUENCY=99 : SET.TOP.GAIN=102
220 SET.TIMEOUT=105 : GET.DT.ERROR=108
230 RESET.DT=I 11 : GET.DT.STATUS=114
240 CALL.WFC=117 : CALL.WF0=120
250 CALL.WFI =123 : STOP.ADC.DMA =126
260 STOP.DAC.DMA=129 : CONTINUOUS.ADC.DMA=132
270 CONTINUOUS.DAC.DMA =135 : MEASURE.VOLTS=138
280 MEASURE.THERMOCOUPLE=141 : MEASURE.COMPENSATION=144
290 ANALOG.TO.VOLTS =147 : VOLTS.TO.DEGREES=150
300 DEGREES.TO.VOLTS=153 : DELAY=156
310 STROBE=159 : WAIT.ON.DELAY=162
320 GENERATE.CLOCK=165 : COUNT.EVENTS=168
330 READ.EVENTS=171 : GET.FREQUENCY =174
340 STOP.CLOCK =177 : INITIALIZE=180
350 TERMINATE=183 : ISBX.READ=186
360 ISBX.WRITE=189 : FIND.DMA.LENGTH=192
370 ENABLE.SYSTEM.CLOCK=195 : DISABLE.SYSTEM.CLOCK=198
380
390 DEF SEG =&H0 get the PCLAB segment
400 PCLSEG = PEEK ( &114FE ) + 256*PEEK ( &H4FF )
410 DEF SEG=PCLSEG address the PCLAB segment
420
430 Copyright (C) 1983, 1987. Data Translation, Inc. 100 Locke Drive,
440 ' Marlboro Massachusetts 01752-1192.
460 ' General permission to copy or modify, but not for profit, is hereby
470 ' granted, provided that the above copyright notice is included and
480 ' reference made to the fact that reproduction privileges were granted
490 ' by Data Translation, Inc.
510 PRINT " A/D CONVERSION SERIES"
520 PRINT
530 PRINT "This PCLAB program performs a series of A/D"
540 PRINT "conversions on an operator-specified channel scan."
550 PRINT "This uses the Programmed I/O routine: ADC.SERIES"
560 PRINT
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570 ' Tested: 28 Nov 83
580 Modified: 18 Jan 85 for PCLAB V2.0
590 ' Tested: 24 Nov 86 for PCLAB V3.0
610 ' All variables should be given initial values
620 ' before being used in PCLAB calls.
640 INPUT " TOTAL NUMBER OF SCANS : ", NUMBER.OF.VALUES%
650 DIM ANALOG.DATA.ARRAY%(NUMBER.OF.VALUES%)
660 ERROR.VALUE% = 0
680 CALL INITIALIZE
720 CALL SET.ERROR.CONTROL.WORD(ERROR.VALUE%)
740 HIGH.V! = .045 'Highest voltage in range
750 LOW.V1 = -.045 'Lowest voltage in range
760 RANGE! = HIGH.VI - LOW.V1 'Total voltage range.
780 NOCI = 4096!
800 LSBI = RANGE! / NOC! 'Voltage of least Significant Bit.
810 The following section sets up the A/D.
830 TIMING.SOURCE% = 0 Software trigger, internal clock.
850 'Select the proper board here.
860 BOARD% = 3
870 CALL SELECT.BOARD(BOARD%)
880 Define channel scan.
940 INPUT " Enter the first channel in the scan ", START.CHAN%
950 INPUT Enter the last channel in the scan ", END.CHAN%
970 IF (START.CHAN% <= END.CHAN%) GOTO 1020
980 PRINT The starting channel number";
990 PRINT "cannot be greater than the ending channel number."
1000 GOTO 940
1020 SCAN.LENGTH% = (END.CIIAN% + 1) - START.CHAN%
1030 NUMBER.OF.SCANS% = (NUMBER.OF.VALUES% / SCAN.LENGTH%) - 1

1040 PRINT " This will perform "; NUMBER.OF.SCANS%; " complete scans."
1055 INPUT "MINIMUM TEMPERATURE TO WRITE";LIMIT
1060 INPUT " Enter the desired Gain (1,2,4,8) ", GAIN%
1080 CALL SETUP.ADC(TIMING.SOURCE%, START.CHAN%, END.CIIAN%, GAIN%)
1090 CALL GET.ERROR.CODE(ERROR.VALUE%)
1091 PRINT "error= ";ERROR.VALUE%
1100 IF ERROR.VALUE% = 0 GOTO 1130
1110 PRINT "*** Illegal channels or gain specified.": GOTO 940
1130 'SCALED.LSB! = LSB! / GAIN% 'Calculate scaled LSB
1140 'SCALED.LOW! = LOW.V1 / GAIN% 'Calculate scaled LOW voltage.
1150 CJCHAN% = 0
1151 TYPE%=116
1153 'CALL MEASURE.VOLTS(CJCHAN%,VOLTS!)
1155 PRINT "GAIN =";GAIN%,"VOLTS =";VOLTSI
1160 CALL ADC.VALUE(CJCHAN%, GAIN%, CJADATA%)
1170 CJTEMP = (((CJADATA% * .04) / 4096) - .02) * 2000
1171 CALL DEGREES.TO.VOLTS(TYPE%,CJTEMP,CJVOLTS)
1172 PRINT "CIVOLTS=";CIVOLTS
1175 PRINT "CJADATA =";CJADATA%,"CJTEMP =";CJTEMP
1180 ' Next set up the internal clock.
1200 INPUT " Enter the sampling frequency in Hz (13. - 12000.) ",REQUESTED.FREQ
1210 CLOCK.DIVIDER% = (8000001 / REQUESTED.FREQ) - .5
1220 ACTUAL.FREQ = 800000! / CLOCK.DIVIDER%
1230 PRINT "Actual frequency is ";ACTUAL.FREQ;" Hertz"
1240 PRINT "Please wait I'm working."
1250 'PRINT Requested frequency is "; REQUESTED.FREQ; Hertz"
1260 'PRINT " "
1270 'PRINT " Please wait I'm working."
1290 'CALL ADC.VALUE(CJCHAN%, GAIN%, CJADATA%)
1300 'CJTEMP = (((CJADATA% * .04) / 4096) - .02) * 2000
1310 'CALL SET.CLOCK.FREQUENCY(REQUESTED.FREQ)
1320 CALL SET.CLOCK.DIVIDER (CLOCK.DIVIDER%)
1340 ' This performs the actual data collection.
1360 CALL DISABLE.SYSTEM.CLOCK ' Turn off PC's time of day clock.
1370 CALL ADC.SERIES(NUMBER.OF.VALUES%, ANALOG.DATA.ARRAY%(1))
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1380 CALL ENABLE.SYSTEM.CLOCK ' Turn on PC's time of day clock.
1390 CALL GET.ERROR.CODE(ERROR.VALUE%) ' Clear any error status
1400 IF ERROR.VALUE% <> 0 THEN PRINT "Error during acquisition. ", ERROR.VALUE%
1420 ' Now ask for scan number to translate and display.
1440 PRINT
1450 'INPUT " Do you want to save the data on your diskette?(Y or N)"; ANS$
1455 ANS$="Y"
1460 IF ANS$ = "N" OR ANS$ = "n" THEN END
1470 'INPUT " TYPE THE FILE NAME: "; FL$
1475 FLS="Three"
1480 OPEN FLS FOR OUTPUT AS #1 : OPEN "two" FOR OUTPUT AS #2 : CHANNELS="THREE":TIME=0
1484 PRINT ""
1485 INPUT "ENTER THE MAXIMUM TIME TO WRITE ";TIMEMAX
1486 PRINT ""
1490 PRINT "Wait... I'm writing."
1740 FOR SCAN% = 1 TO NUMBER.OF.SCANS%
1750 SP% = SCAN% * SCAN.LENGTH%
1760 FOR C.PNT% = 0 TO SCAN.LENGTH% - 1

1770 CHANNEL% = C.PNT% + START.CHAN%
1790 'Convert analog data value into a voltage in volts

1800 'CALL ANALOG.TO.VOLTS(ANALOG.ARRAY%(SP% + C.PNT%), GAIN%, VOLTAGE!)
1810 VOLTAGE!. (( (ANALOG.DATA.ARRAY %(SP % +C.PNT %) * 9.000001E-02) /4096) - .045)
1815 'LPRINT "scan%=";SCAN%,"analog.array% =",ANALOG.DATA.ARRAY%(SP%+C.PNT%)
1820 'VOLTAGE! = (ANALOG.ARRAY%(SP%+C.PNT%) * SCALED.LSB!)+SCALED.LOW!
1825 TIME=TIME + 1/REQUESTED.FREQ
1826 IF TIME > TIMEMAX THEN GOTO 1890
1829 GOSUB 2000
1830 IF CHANNELS=THREE" AND TEMPERAT >LIMIT AND TIME TIMEMAX THEN BTIME=TIME :PRINT #1,
BTIME,TEMPERAT
1831 IF CHANNELS="THREE" THEN CHANNEL$="TWO" : GOTO 1835
1832 IF CHANNELS="TWO" AND TEMPERAT>LIMIT AND TIME<TIMEMAX THEN BTIMF,=TIME :PRINT #2,
BTIME,TEMPERAT
1833 IF CHANNELS="TWO" THEN CHANNEL$ = 'THREE"
1835 'AVERAGE=AVERAGE+VOLTAGE :PRINT CHANNEL$,BTIME,TEMPERAT
1840 NEXT C.PNT%
1850 NEXT SCAN%
1855 AVERAGE=AVERAGE/(NUMBER.OF.SCANS%*2)
1870 'VOLT!=((( CJADATA% .04) /4096) - .02)
1880 'PRINT #1, "CJ VOLTAGE =",VOLT!
1885 'PRINT #1, "CJ TEMPERATURE =",CJTEMP
1886 SUM =VOLT! +VOLTAGE!
1887 'PRINT #1,"voltage!= ",VOLTAGE!
1888 'PRINT #1,'TOTAL VOLTS= ",SUM
1889 'PRINT #1,"AVERAGE = ",AVERAGE
1890 CLOSE #1 : CLOSE #2
1891 PRINT " End of A/D conversion" : SYSTEM END

2000 ' subroutine to convert from volts to temperature
2005 ' correlations are only good for tungsten-rhenium termocouples
2010 IF VOLTAGE! < 1.01/1000 THEN TEMPERAT=31.8727 + 128.4919 * VOLTAGE!*1000
2020 IF VOLTAGE! >=1.01/1000 AND VOLTA GE1<9.390001/1000 THEN
TEMPERAT=155.0759*( VOLTAGE!*1000)A .8279
2030 IF VOLTAGE! >=9.390001/1000 AND VOLTAGE!<19.947/1000 THEN
TEMPERAT=107.6579+94.4076*VOLTAGEI*1000
2040 IF VOLTAGE! >=19.947/1000 AND VOLTAGE!<28.953/1000 THEN
TEMPERAT=76.3295*( VOLTA GE!*1000)A 1.0892
2050 IF VOLTAGE! >=28.953/1000 AND VOLTAGE!<35.978/1000 THEN
TEMPERAT=922.4559*EXP(.0407*VOLTAGEI*1000)
2060 IF VOLTAGE! >= 35.978/1000 THEN TEMPERAT=11.3566*(VOLTAGE!*1000)^1.6366
2090 TEMPERAT= (TEMPERAT-32)55/9 + 273 'CONVERTS TO DEGREES KELVIN
2095 TEMPERAT=TEMPERAT+45 calibrates for cold juntion temperature
2100 RETURN
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APPENDIX C

IGNITION METHODS

One of the major problems faced during the course of the

experimental work was to find an appropriate method of igniting

the green compact. Several methods were tried in order to initiate

reaction. In the first method tried a nichrome heating coil was used

to resistively heat the sample but the con melted before igniting the

sample.

In the second method an electric spark was used to initiate

ignition. The sparks were created with the help of tungsten in gas

(TIG) welding system. The set-up was able to ignite a cylindrical
compact made from a thermite mixture (2Fe + A1203), but failed to

ignite a compact made of titanium and carbon mixture. Attempt was

then made to ignite a compact whose top third was the thermite

mixture and the bottom two third was titanium and carbon mixture.

The top layer could be successfully ignited with the spark. Upon

ignition the reaction wave propagated through the thermite mixture

but stopped upon reaching the titanium and carbon mixture surface.

Third method used was the one suggested by Merzhanov et. al.

and is a patent in United States with patent #3,726,643. According

to the method a compact of a mixture of titanium and carbon
powder can be ignited by igniting an ignition composition placed

over the sample with the help of a tungsten electric coil. The
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ignition composition is obtained by preparing five mixtures of the

following composition, parts by weight:

the first mixture CaSi2, 50; Fe2O3, 50

the second mixture CaSi2, 25; Fe2O3, 25; Mg, 3.15;

A1203, 19.35; SiO2, 27.5

the third mixture Mg, 6.3; A1203, 38.7; SiO2, 55

the fourth mixture Mg, 6.3; A1203, 38.7; SiO2, 55; Ti, 33.25;

B, 16.75

the fifth mixture Mg, 3.15; A1203, 19.35; SiO2, 27.5;

Ti, 66.5; B, 33.5.

The mixtures obtained are compressed one with another in

succession, from the first mixture to the fifth one. This method also

failed to ignite the initial compact. Ignition composition could be

ignited very easily but it would not ignite the compact.

The last and the successful method used was discussed in the

experimental procedures. The compacts were ignited by resistively

heated tungsten heating coils. The current needed was 65 amps. The

samples had to be heat treated in vacuum at about 500 C for at least

five hours. Samples without heat treatment could be ignited by this

method but the reaction wave would not propagate along the length

of the sample due to outgassing of the volatile impurities present.
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APPENDIX D

ERROR ESTIMATES

During the course of our experiment several data were taken at

each point in order to see the repeatability. The scattering of the

data depends not only in the variations of the controlled inputs, but

also in general, on variations in factors which are uncontrolled and

perhaps unrecognized. Some of these factors which might

unwittingly effect the output are: experimenter, supporting

equipment, and environmental conditions. Thus, in addition to

errors caused by known factors extreneous factors may also

introduce errors in the data.

Since we wish to infer a functional relationships between

system variables from the experimental data by means of some sort

of polynomial regression, we require first an estimate of the value

of the dependent variable at each point, and coupled with this, we

require an estimate, based on various degrees of confidence, of

intervals within which the true value is expected to lie.

The Analysis

Best value at a given input. When an output X is measured

many times at a given input Z, the mean value of X is simply

N

X = XN 1

i=1
(D.1)
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where Xi is the value of the ith observation and N is the number of

observations in the sample. It is a mathematical fact that the

arithmetic average defined by Equation (D.1) is the best

representation of the given set of Xi's. However, while X represents

an unbiased estimate of the true arithmetic mean X' of all possible

values of X, there is no assurance that X is the true value, X'.

Nevertheless, from any viewpoint, the best estimate of the value of

the population mean at a given input is the average of the available

measurements.

Confidence Intervals. Having decided on the best available

value of X, we require next as to its worth as an estimate of the true

value of X. Since our data represents single sample of small N we

obtain the standard deviation of the single sample by the following

equation

N

L N -
E (xi _ x)2 1/2r

1 =1

(D.2)

where a' is the standard deviation. The factor (N 1) is used in place

of the usual N to compensate for the negative bias which results

from using X in place of X' [59]. The confidence intervals were than

calculated by using the "student t-distribution" developed by W. S.

Gosset [59] and are given for 90% probability in Table D.1. The

equation used to determine the confidence intervals is as follows



IN_ 1 a
Confidence in X =

t
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(D.3)

where the subscripts of t indicate degrees of freedom (N 1) and

probability p [59]. Degrees of freedom can be defined in general as

the number of observations minus the number of constants

calculated from the data. For evaluations at a given point, this

amounts to (N 1) since only one constant, X, is extracted from the

data.

Table D.1 Student t-distribution

Degrees of Freedom 90% Confidence Probability

1 6.314
2 2.920
3 2.353
4 2.132
5 2.015
6 1.943
7 1.895
8 1.860
9 1.833
10 1.812
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Table D.2 Calculated Values of Best Estimates of Speed and 90%
Confidence Interval.

Input conditions Best estimate
in v (cm/sec)

90% confidence
interval in v

Sample
diameter

(cm)

0.84
1.28
1.60
2.08

0.87
0.84
0.94
0.87

± 0.06
± 0.08
± 0.05
± 0.08

0.6 0.47 ± 0.06
Mole 0.7 0.57 ± 0.08
ratio 0.8 0.75 ± 0.07
(Ti/C) 0.9 0.84 ± 0.09

1.0 0.94 ± 0.05
1.2 0.82 ± 0.08
1.4 0.65 ± 0.05
1.6 0.61 ± 0.07

0.0 0.94 ± 0.05
Dilution 5.0 0.86 ± 0.09
with 10.0 0.77 ± 0.08

product 15.0 0.53 ± 0.08

(%) 20.0 0.38 ± 0.04
25.0 0.27 ± 0.10
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APPENDIX E

POLYNOMIAL CURVE FIT EQUATIONS

Two different equations are found to best fit the experimental

data for the titanium rich and carbon rich cases. The correlation

equations obtained are

v = 2.1854 1.6563(0) + 0.41518(0)2

v = -0.80016 + 2.6205(0) 0.8829(0)2

where v is the propagation speed in cm/sec and 0 is the mole ratio

(Ti/C). Equation (E.1) describes the titanium rich case and Equation

(E.2) describes the carbon rich case. Their adjusted coefficient of

determination or the error are 0.834 and 0.914 for titanium rich

and carbon rich cases respectively.

The equation describing the best fit curve to represent the

variation of speed with product dilution is obtained as

v = 0.96745 1.8545*10-2 *(v) 3.4175*10-4 *(w)2 (E.3)

where v is the product present in percent of weight of the initial

mixture. The adjusted coefficient of determination is 0.835.
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Based on the experimental data points the correlation equation

describing the propagation speed in cm/sec as a function of the

initial sample density in gm/cm3 is obtained as

v = -3.8165 + 4.56(pi) 1.0623(pi)2 (E.4)

The adjusted coefficient of determination or the error is 0.741.


